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MISSION, VISION & VALUES

vision

mission

values

OUR MISSION
Working together to make a
positive difference to the
lives of people with
disabilities, their families,
and carers.

OUR VISION
That people with disabilities
achieve their potential and live full
lives as equal and valued citizens.

OUR VALUES
People are at the heart of what we do: 
our clients, their families and carers, 
our staff and volunteers. 
We value the trust placed in us and we carry
at our core the principles of openness,
respect, empowerment and excellence.
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CHAIRPERSON’S
STATEMENT

in 2014 we commenced the process of establishing
clear, strong and transparent governance structures
for the CRC. During 2015 we continued this process
and created additional board sub committees for
Quality, safety and Risk, for Governance and for
investment. We extended the remit for the
Remuneration Committee to include board
nominations & Appointments. We developed a new
CRC Directors handbook which detailed all aspects
of the CRC directors’ roles, duties, responsibilities
and liabilities within the context of the current law
and good practice. We undertook self-assessments
against the Corporate Governance Code for
Community, Voluntary and Charity organisations in
ireland and took action where needed. 

i am pleased to report that, as a result of this work, in
August 2016, the CRC was compliant with the
Principles of the Governance Code and has been
added to the register of Compliant organisations on
the Governance Code website.

2015 also saw the development of a service user
Council and four service user advocacy groups and
we established a process of engagement with CRC
management and the board. 

The improved, accountable and transparent,
governance structures we have put in place are
important to an organisation like the CRC but are not
an end in themselves. The CRC has always prided
itself as being one of the largest organisations in
ireland dedicated to the achievements, wellbeing
and health of people with physical disabilities.
Providing a first class service to our clients, and
supporting their parents, carers and families, is
ultimately what we are about. 

With the changing needs of our client base,
improvement in technologies, changes in
Government policies (e.g. new Directions and
national Progressing Disability services), growing
and improving our services into the future is an
important focus for us all and our stakeholders. To
that end, in 2015, we commenced the development
of a 5 year strategic plan for the CRC. This entailed

wide ranging consultation and engagement with our
stakeholders and will culminate in the official launch,
during the latter half of 2016, of the CRC 5 year
strategic Plan (2016-2020). 

Although we receive our core funding from
government agencies, the CRC continues to rely on
the goodwill and the generosity of the public. The
excellent work of The Care Trust, in their fundraising
of behalf of the CRC, supports many equipment and
capital projects in the CRC. money from The Care
Trust has allowed us to address some of the critical
infrastructure issues with our existing premises. 2016
will see an acceleration in the number of projects
funded through this means, allowing us to further
enhance the facilities and services for our clients.

With the changes implemented during 2014 and
2015 and the impending launch of the CRC strategic
plan, in 2016, i believe the CRC is now well
positioned for the future. however, now is not the
time to relax. heraclitus, a Greek philosopher, is
quoted as saying “change is the only constant in life.”
And so it is for the CRC. in an ever changing world
and environment, CRC will continue to implement
change to ensure we continue to provide and
improve our services to our clients, their parents,
carers and families.

i would, once again, like to recognise the staff at the
CRC who, during the large change transformation
program the CRC is undergoing, continue to provide
our clients with the services they need, and deserve,
in the professional manner they have come to
expect. i would also like to thank the public at large
for their continued understanding and support.
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I am pleased to present the Central Remedial Clinic’s (CRC) annual report.

Kieran J Timmins
Chairperson



CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S
REVIEW

We focused on a review of internal policies,
procedures and processes and set our thoughts to
the future direction of the CRC.
The board continued to consider a number of the
legacy issues inherited from the previous board
and the new management team endeavoured to
work through a number of the outstanding issues.
There were some quick and immediate changes in
governance and management that were required in
order to ensure that services were compliant, safe,
and that rigorous scrutiny was applied to all areas.
The staff of the CRC has embraced and welcomed
the changes enthusiastically and openly. new
external auditors were appointed and the
organisation set about commissioning an internal
audit function for the first time in the history of the
CRC. This has enabled the management team to
work through a number of developments enhancing
the controls and ensuring robust management of all
our resources. The management team has also
delivered on changes within the overall structure of
services and developed new systems of
accountability, communication and reporting at
every level.
We spent time this year listening to staff and
service users and carried out a comprehensive staff
survey to hear where we could do better and what
in the staffs opinion needs attention. We worked
together with our adult clients and established a
service user council and worked with the schools in
helping the principals develop the parent and
student voice to help in how the school
communities work. We are planning to carry out a
comprehensive client survey in 2016 to further
inform this essential work.
We have been very busy this year; our adult clients
have attended the CRC services over 32,000 times
and this year saw significant emphasis being
placed on moving activities into people’s own
communities and working on peoples individual
goals. Children attended the CRC services over

79,000 times this year across our medical, therapy
and specialist services.
We commenced the development of a strategic
plan for the CRC for the next 5 years, we engaged
in considerable communication and consultation
with all of our stakeholders and we will see the
fruition of that come to life in 2016.
We have lots more to do and we are committed to
getting there, more importantly we are making
significant in-roads in building up the trust of our
clients, our staff, our funders and the irish public
and we aim to be an organisation underpinned by
robust, transparent systems and processes.
We spent money on our buildings addressing some
critical infrastructural issues and enhanced the
environment adding to everyone’s experience of the
CRC.
The struggles and the challenges faced and
overcome by the children, families and adults who
use our services on a daily basis continues to
inspire the work we do. We celebrate the
progresses made and we share in the highs and
the lows. The spirit of who we are is now embodied
in the mission and values of the CRC and our
commitment is to live them every day.

Stephanie Manahan 
Ceo

2015 was a year of consolidation, review and planning for the CRC. The first full year as CEO was
busy and rewarding. We focused on our people, on enhancing our services and we listened to how
we can make things better.

Stephanie Manahan pictured with Rosario Mayne
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STRUCTURE GOVERNANCE 
& RISK MANAGEMENT
The Central Remedial Clinic (CRC) is a company limited by guarantee and does not have a share capital. it
is governed by a constitution made up of a memorandum and Articles of Association last updated at the
extraordinary General meeting on the 6th of october 2014.

Members

Directors
For the period of 01/01/2015 to 31/12/2015

mr. K. Timmins 
(Chairperson)

mr. s. hickey ms. C. mcelhinney

ms. C.A. Casey 
(Vice-Chairperson)

mr. T. Fleming ms. F. mahon
(Company secretary)

mr. m. maclachlan mr. T. Quinn mr. R. Vard
(appointed 22/01/2016)

mr. D. Daly ms. e. moriarty Crowley ms. R. Gageby
(appointed 22/01/2016)

in 2014, following the appointment of the new
board of Directors the Company had only six
members which was below the statutory minimum
number of members then required under Company
law for a company limited by guarantee. Those six
members resigned immediately after the Annual
General meeting for 2014. in accordance with the
Company's Articles of Association, the board
appointed new members from their number, such

members having agreed to be appointed as an
interim measure. in 2015 following the enactment of
the irish Companies Act 2014 the statutory
minimum number of members required was
reduced to 1, the irish Revenue require a minimum
of 3 members for a charity. The CRC amended the
articles of association and 3 members from their
number continue to be appointed.

3.1
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Governance
The board of Directors of the Company is
responsible for the overall control, governance and
management of the Central Remedial Clinic (‘the
Company’ or ‘CRC’).

We, the board, are committed to transparency and
accountability and have this year overseen the
adoption of the new accounting practice in
accordance with best practice for charitable and not
for profit entities. The Charities statement of
Recommended Practice (soRP) FRs102 has been
adopted for this set of accounts.

We have restated the 2014 accounts in line with the
Charities soRP and have endeavoured to
comprehensively comply with all aspects of the new
practice with this annual report.

2015 gave the CRC space for the establishment of
governance and management arrangements to
evolve for the company. The board committees
identified and delivered on a number of work
streams and the executive established clear
reporting lines, enhanced internal controls and
accountability throughout the CRC. A robust risk,
quality and health and safety framework was also
established and committees and people at every
level of the organisation were engaged in work
streams to deliver on quality and risk management.

The company commenced a strategic review of all of
its services and commenced a planning process in
collaboration with all key stakeholders on planning
for the future of the CRC and delivering a strategic
plan for the next 5 years.

The board delegates the day to day management of
the CRC to the executive management team which
is led by the Ceo, stephanie manahan supported by
a senior management team and other management
structures and groupings.

The new service arrangement 2015 to 2018 with the
health service executive (‘hse’) was agreed and
signed and the company delivered on all of its
responsibilities within that arrangement for the
period 01/01/2015 to 31/12/2015.

We confirm that our organisation complies with The
Governance Code for the Community, Voluntary and
Charitable sector in ireland.

The CRC is fully compliant and registered with the
Charity Regulatory Authority. The CRC is up to date
with the requirements of the hse Compliance
statement for section 38 agencies.

The board met on 7 occasions for scheduled
board meetings. in addition the board held 3
teleconferences and 2 strategy meetings during
2015.

Board Directors attendance

Kieran J Timmins (Chairperson) 6/7
Carol Ann Casey (Vice Chairperson) 7/7
Damien Daly 6/7
Tom Fleming 7/7
seán hickey 5/7
Fiona mahon 6/7
emer moriarty Crowley 6/7
malcolm maclachlan 6/7
Chris mcelhinney 6/7
Tom Quinn 7/7
Rebecca Gageby (appointed 22/01/2016)
Robert Vard (appointed 22/01/2016)

Board Sub Committees
The board has created a number of sub committees
assigned with responsibility for specific areas. each
sub committee has at least three members and has
approved Terms of Reference. The sub committees
generally make recommendations to the board
unless they are specifically delegated authority to
make decisions. The Ceo and members of the
senior management team are in attendance at the
sub committee meetings.
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Board Remuneration & Nomination Committee
The Remuneration and nominations Committee on
behalf of the board of the Central Remedial Clinic,
satisfy itself that key remuneration and nominations
processes, controls and judgements are adhered to
in the best interests of the Company.

The committee met on 3 occasions throughout
2015 and the key achievements and focus were
as follows:
edited the Terms of Reference of this

Committee at its first meeting in 2015 to
permit nominations to the board which led to
two appointees to the board

substantial consideration of the pensions
matter in 2014 and 2015, which ultimately
moved to the board agenda

Consideration of the former Ceo legacy
matter throughout 2015, which ultimately
moved to the board for final decision

Consideration of the public pay policy for
senior executives

Consideration of senior executive staff issues
that were deemed relevant to this Committee

The priorities for 2016 are: 
 implementation, recommendations and

oversight of succession planning for the board
and executive team

The ongoing review of board competencies
and nominations 

Approval of key staff policies
oversight of key human resource risks on

behalf of the board

For the period from 01/01/2015 to 31/12/2015:
Remuneration & Nomination Committee attendance

ms. C.A. Casey (Chairperson) 3/3
mr. K. Timmins 3/3
mr. T. Fleming 3/3
mr. m. maclachlan 3/3
All 3 meetings held during 2015 were via teleconference.

Board Audit Committee
The Audit Committee is an advisory committee to
the board and must satisfy itself, on behalf of the
board that key financial controls are operating, that
ethical practices in financial reporting are being
reinforced, that key accounting estimates and
judgements are being properly made and that
internal and external audits are effective whilst
cognisant of the fact that the management of the
CRC are responsible for the internal controls and
financial statements.

The committee met on 7 occasions during the
year with the focus on the following:
Recommendation of the 2014 Financial

statements for sign off by the board
Appointment of external advisors, Deloitte, to

act as internal Auditors reporting to the Audit
Committee

Appointment of bDo to act as external
auditors to the CRC on completion of the term
by e&y

The priorities for 2016 are:
Review of the 2015 Financial statements

cognisant of reporting changes required by
Charities soRP FRs102

Documentation of the internal Control
Framework and Financial Authority levels

Review of financial risk management
processes

For the period from 01/01/2015 to 31/12/2015:
Audit Committee attendance

ms. C. mcelhinney (Chairperson) 7/7
mr. s. hickey 5/7
ms. e. moriarty Crowley 6/7
mr. D. Daly 7/7

Meetings were held in person but included attendance 
facilitated by teleconference.

The following committees have been in operation during the financial year:
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Board Quality, Risk & Safety Committee
The purpose of the Committee is to oversee quality
and safety across the CRC on behalf of the board.
To seek assurance that necessary standards,
systems and actions relating to quality and safety
are being taken throughout the service and that the
reporting and monitoring are carried out. To support
the Quality and safety executive team to develop a
culture of Quality and safety within the CRC.

The committee met on 1 occasion during the
year with the focus on the following:
establishment of the Committee
Agreement of the Committee Terms of

Reference
Review the CRC Risk Register and associated

controls

The priorities for 2016 are:
oversight and review of the Risk Register and

associated controls
Approval of relevant health safety & Risk

Policies
 integration of Risk with the Audit Committee
enhancement of the Committee membership

For the period from 01/01/2015 to 31/12/2015:
Quality, Risk & Safety Committee attendance

ms. F. mahon (Chairperson) 1/1
mr. s. hickey 1/1
mr. m. maclachlan (appointed 31/08/2015) 1/1

Board Governance Committee
The board Governance Committee, on behalf of the
board of the Central Remedial Clinic (CRC), make
recommendations to the board on governance
policy and compliance.

The committee met on 1 occasion during the
year. The achievements for 2015 were:
 the establishment of the committee
 the commencement of work on the CRC

board handbook
oversight of the self-assessment of the

Governance Code for the Community and
Voluntary sector.

Acknowledged as being on the adoption
journey for compliance with the Governance
Code for the Community and Voluntary sector.

The priorities for 2016 are:
seek approval for Terms of Reference 
Develop Work Programme
seek approval for board handbook as a

working document

For the period from 31/08/2015 to 31/12/2015:
Board Governance Committee attendance

ms. e. moriarty Crowley (Chairperson) 
(appointed 31/08/2015, resigned 6/11/2015) 1/1
ms. C.A. Casey (appointed 31/08/2015) 1/1
mr. K. Timmins (appointed 31/08/2015) 1/1
mr. m. maclachlan 1/1
ms. R. Gageby (Chairperson) (appointed 14/03/2016)

Board Investment Committee
The board investment Committee, on behalf of the
board of the Central Remedial Clinic (CRC), make
recommendations to the board on investment of
surplus funds.

The committee met on 1 occasion during the
year by teleconference. A chairperson was
appointed at this meeting. The current focus of
the committee is to invest the funds that are
expected to be transferred from Friends and
supporters of the CRC.

For the period from 01/01/2015 to 31/12/2015:
Investment Committee attendance

mr. D. Daly (Chairperson) (appointed 26/08/2015) 1/1
mr. K. Timmins (appointed 26/08/2015) 1/1
mr. T. Fleming (appointed 26/08/2015) 1/1
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REVIEW OF THE DEVELOPMENT 
& PERFORMANCE OF THE CRC
The CRC is a national centre providing a
comprehensive range of services for children and
adults with physical and other disabilities across a
number of locations in ireland including Dublin,
limerick and Waterford with outreach and specialist
services extending to other regions across the
country. 2015 saw the continuation of the CRC’s
commitment to expert care and treatment and
delivered services to 4,000 children and adults, their
families and their carers. The detail of which is
expanded upon in the pages of this annual report.

The board enhanced the expertise among its
numbers and in 2015 recruited two new members to
the board of Directors, both of whom have
considerable experience of the disability sector and
governance. These two new board members were
appointed in 2016.

significant focus was placed on developing a
communication strategy with all staff, service users
and engagement with funding bodies and other key
stakeholders.

The CRC’s services are primarily funded by the hse
and The Department of education and skills (‘Des’)
and we rely on this funding to deliver the services
we provide to our clients. To this end the CRC
engaged in a number of service level agreements
with its principal funder, the hse, through which
activity and performance was continuously
monitored throughout the year. The CRC submits
monthly imR returns to the hse and meets regularly
with the hse to discuss activities, finance, hR and
other service related matters.

Clontarf

Coolock

Firhouse

Hartstown

Clondalkin

Mullingar

Athlone

Tullamore

Portlaoise

Letterkenny

Donegal

CRC Limerick

CRC Waterford

e

Multidisciplinary 
Outreach Clinics

Athlone
Donegal
letterkenny
mullingar
Portlaoise

Dublin Local Centres
Clontarf
Coolock  
Firhouse
hartstown 

CRC Clontarf 
CRC Limerick
CRC Waterford

Dublin Schools
CRC school Clontarf  
CRC scoil mochua Clondalkin
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PRINCIPAL RISKS & 
UNCERTAINTIES
in the CRC we work with children, young people and
adults with a broad range of disabilities. The
Directors, Ceo and staff are acutely aware of the
requirements under child protection and the
protection of vulnerable adults in assessing the risk
profile of the organisation.

We continue to assess and re-evaluate the risk
framework for the organisation and this is supported
by our ongoing commitment to our risk assessment
processes, training and controls and our
commitment to ensuring resourced services across
all of our functions.

We have a risk framework supported by a robust
governance system and we review our risk register
regularly enabling us to monitor the controls in place
and adjust risk scoring as necessary.

A member of the Audit committee is a member of the
Quality, safety and Risk committee and this further
enhances the comprehensive overview of integrated
risk management across the CRC.

We believe that the following risks and uncertainties
are the principal risks that may have the most
significant impact on the performance of the CRC.

PRINCIPAL 
RISKS 

& 
UNCERTAINTIES

A number of the key financial risks are detailed in the financial review

poor quality
of services

businesscontinuity

IT infrastructure

financial controls

health and safety
of clients, staff
and visitors

reputation and
public and
stakeholder
credibility

failure to comply
with regulatory o

r
legal

requirements

funding and
resources to deli

ver

of National policy
implementation

pension 
scheme

abuse of children
or vulnerable

adults within our
service
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staff 
training and education

development of the 
Board of Directors’ 

Handbook 
for the CRC

review of a suite of 
financial policies 

including good faith reporting

commencement of a 
service user council & 
advocacy committee

implementation of, & CRC wide 
training in, The HSE National 
Safe Guarding policy

HR needs analysis and 
audits and policy review

implementation of, and CRC wide training in,
Children First: National Guidance for the 
Protection and Welfare of Children

strategic review & 
development of a

5 year strategic plan

employee
assistance 
programmes

employee 
survey

HR & Finance 
staff clinics

implementation 
of an Internal 
Audit function

service 
specific 
reviews

external 
audit 
review

development of the HSE Framework
for Corporate & Financial
Governance

implementation 
of an IT review 
& roadmap

staff 
communication 
plan

review of 
pension scheme optionsand educa

These risks are detailed in a risk register and reviewed throughout the year. A significant number of controls
are in place to mitigate the risks as detailed; including but not exhaustive:

,
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ACHIEVEMENTS & 
PERFORMANCE
The CRC provides a broad range of services to
children and adults with disabilities. Children can be
referred to our specialist services from birth and they
may have a relationship with the CRC for a lifetime.
We respect and honour this relationship and we
endeavour to work closely with children and their
families to best meet the specific needs of every
child.
some of the children live locally and within the
Dublin region while others can attend outreach
clinics provided nationally or in our Waterford and
limerick locations. our specialist and children’s
services provide regular and ongoing support and
advice to colleagues across the country and we
provide and run training programmes in the
specialist areas of physical disability.
The development and re-organisation of children’s
services nationally will have an impact on how the
traditional services of the CRC have been delivered
over the years. We are working closely with the hse
as we move towards reconfiguring children’s
services in line with the national Policy of
Progressing services for Children and young Adults.
Detailed plans will emerge on this in 2016.

our adult services are located and delivered in the
Dublin region and people can be referred by other
services or by themselves. The philosophy of the
adult service provision is informed by the national
Policy on new Directions and is all about working
with adults in achieving their individual goals and
priorities. We encourage independence and we have
focused particularly this year on enhancing the
training programmes and work preparation services
while also reviewing our centre based services
provided out of four locations in Dublin.

our schools continue to grow and develop. our
school communities are encouraged to develop an
independent identity in-keeping with developments
in education whilst still remaining connected to the
CRC and the traditions of our mission and values,

in the pages that follow we take a look at the
highlights for the different service areas and
introduce some of our people.

3.2

Joshua Connolly with his mother Yvette. Tommy Holohan with his sister.



CRC provides a comprehensive range of therapy
and medical services designed to meet the needs of
the child with complex and rare conditions. CRC has
a strong emphasis on research, training and
education into physical disabilities including complex
and rare medical conditions.

The child who has a physical disability is at the
centre of CRC clinical services. The focus is on
developing their independence and enjoyment and
participation in day to day life. The aim is to support
both families and their children become stronger and
more resilient and to develop their full potential so
that they and their families can lead more fulfilling
lives.

significant work commenced in preparing the CRC,
the staff and the parents for reconfiguration of
services within the model of care as detailed in the
national Policy on Progressing Disability services for
children and young adults.

our staff are from a wide range of medical, therapy
and social care backgrounds, they are supported in
continuing professional development and are
involved in ongoing education and research.

We train students in both undergraduate and post-
graduate training and are committed to supporting
colleagues nationally through outreach and support.

CHILDREN’S SERVICES

Juliana Rose Corkish arrived into our world on the 12th August
2013. Although we were all very excited about her arrival, we
had been informed that she would have a long changeling
journey ahead of her due to having Spina Bifida Myelomenigocele
and Hydrocephalus. 

Our first introduction was with the social work department
in the CRC Clontarf who gave us hope and belief for Juliana.
The overwhelming support and personal engagement they
gave to us as a family and to our daughter helped us to
see we were not alone. Knowing that we had their
support and experience meant the world to us.
Juliana’s journey with the CRC began when she 3
months old with Physical and Occupational Therapy
both of which dramatically helped to strengthen
and promote both physical and cognitive
development. The staff in the Physiotherapy and
Seating departments encouraged her to be a
confident wheelchair user and taught her how
to use all her supports to the best of her ability.
The CRC has become a second home for us.
Since she was a baby we have attended the
parent and toddler group which has been a life
line for me and a way for Juliana to make many
friends. She is thriving in this caring, educational
community and is looking forward to starting the
CRC preschool this September.

We are forever grateful to all involved at the CRC
and witness her progress every day. Thank you.

Central Remedial Clinic a company limited by guarantee
DiReCToRs’ RePoRT 2015    11
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Clinical services are provided from Clontarf, Clondalkin and Waterford with outreach clinics in north West
and midlands areas. Assessments and interventions take place in the child’s home, crèche, pre-school and
school.

1,447 13,577
1,600 13,719

433
341

369
380

1,902 7,488
1,976 8,224

270 25,347
305 16,332

1,261 15,888
1,354 16,987

521
537

2,013 38,231
2,047 41,720

423 5,809
417 5,198

735 10,707
735 9,481

781 20,050
818 22,081

0 5,000 10,000 15,000 20,000 25,000 30,000 35,000 40,0002,000 1,500 1,000 500 0

number of clients number of interventions

2,302
1,948

2,935
3,331

1,009
1,239

79,784
attendances

ATss

Dietetics

Gait lab

medical

nursing

occupational Therapy

orthotics

Physiotherapy

Psychology

social Work

speech & language

3,763
clients

144,214
interventions

Departmental Activity Comparison
& 2015 2014

Departmental Activity Comparison
& 2015 2014
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There has been a national relook at how services
are provided to children in ireland who present with
a range of disabilities: Physical, sensory, intellectual
and Autism. There are a variety of service providers
and structures across the country and there are
some children who have no access to a service. The
aim now is for a more streamlined structure which is
consistent across the country.

“The programme ‘Progressing Disabilities Services
for Children and Young People’ aims to achieve a
national unified approach to delivering disability
health services, so that there is a clear pathway for
all children and equitable access for children …
regardless of where they live, what school they go to
or the nature of their disability.”

- HSE, Progressing Disability FAQ

some children may have their needs met by their
local Primary Care services. An early intervention
and school aged team will cater for children with
more complex needs and these teams will be
supported by specialist services when a high level of
expertise is required.
The CRC are working together with the voluntary
agencies and hse to deliver this model across the
country. The Government has allocated €6m in
budget 2015 equating to 120 addditional posts
nationally to support the process. The plan is to
provide services for all children with a range of
disabilities in their local area.
CRC have already a school aged Disability Team
based in Clontarf which looks after children with
autism intellectual disability and physical disability in
a defined geographic area.

PROGRESSING 
DISABILITIES SERVICES

Children with disability or developmental delay and their families

Child with 
non-complex needs 

Primary 
Care Services 

Support and Consultation
Transfer between services if and

when child’s needs change

Children’s 
Disability 

Network Teams 

Child with 
complex needs 

Specialist support as needed by Primary Care and Children’s Disability Network Teams 



co-ordinator occupational therapist 

physiotherapist

psychologistsocial worker

speech & 
language 
therapist
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SCHOOL AGE 
DISABILITY TEAM
in January 2015 the recruitment of the school Age
Disability Team began. The team, consisting of an
occupational Therapist, Physiotherapist,
Psychologist, social Worker and speech and
language Therapist took up their posts and became
involved in the process of planning the interim
school Age Disability Team in the CRC. The CRC
team is one of 4 teams established in the lead
agencies in north Dublin City and County, Cho 9.
The other teams are in st michael’s house, The
Daughters of Charity and the hse.

The model is based on family centred practice and
there is a strong emphasis on identifying outcomes,
priorities and goals in collaboration with parents and
children. The framework used to identify these
outcomes is the Routines based interview (Rbi) and
the individual Family support Plan (iFsP). Training in
how to conduct the Rbi took place over 3 days in the
summer. The co-ordinator of the sADT was
appointed in september and the team then came

together formally and took up residence
in their shared office space.

in october health care and education professionals
and parents were informed that the 4 teams had
been established and were open to receiving
referrals. From this time the CRC sADT began the
process of responding to the needs of children with
complex needs who up to this point had not been
receiving an appropriate disability service.

The team has been inundated with referrals and the
last quarter of 2015 was a busy time. by the end of
2015 many families had been visited by therapists
and had an opportunity to identify goals for their child
and family. The team very quickly adapted to working
as an inter-disciplinary team and has really enjoyed
the opportunity to share the responsibility of
identifying the needs and appropriate pathways for
the children and families. The response from parents
has been great; they have had to be resourceful and
have been dedicated to supporting their children as
they struggle with many aspects of their lives. The
sADT hopes to support them in ensuring that their
children receive appropriate intervention that is
specific to their needs.

meet our

TEAM
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Firhouse
Local Centre

Clontarf 
Local Centre

Transition 
Programme 

Rehabilitative
Training 
Centre

Hartstown
Local
Centre

2015 has been an exciting year for Adult services
CRC and a lot has happened. Adult services CRC
provides a variety of services, from education and
Training to local Centre services. in 2015 over 320
adults were supported by the service, either through
the local Centres or through the Training and
Development Centre. The focus over the last year in
line with new Directions has been to work with the
students and adults in supporting them to develop
and achieve their goals in their Person Centred
Plans. The adults attending the service, with the
support of the staff, have been focusing on areas
such as active participation in the community,
advocacy, volunteering and accessing mainstream
education. Through the Person Centred Plans the
adults are supported to try out new situations, new
activities and encouraged to develop new social
roles within their local communities.

CRC Local Centres 
local Centres are situated in Coolock, Clontarf,
hartstown and Firhouse. The adults attending the
service get to experience a wide range of subjects,
such as developing their literacy, numeracy and
improving their health and wellbeing. They are also
involved in classes such as drama, yoga, music, art,
choir, crafts and relaxation. Throughout the year
adults have the opportunity to stay over in Cuisle
and they get to visit many different parts of
Dublin/ireland on trips out.
Adults in the local Centres have the opportunity to
express themselves through the mediums of drama
and art throughout the year. They have the
opportunity to perform in plays within the local
community and to showcase their fabulous artwork
in exhibitions.

Employability Skills Programme
A large part of the employability skills Programme is
work experience, which prepares the students for
the world of work and it gives them the opportunity
to sample areas of work that they are interested in

22adults participated in theJob shadow initiative in 2015

Coolock 
Local Centre

CDETB 
Employability

Skills 
Programme

Life Skills &
Life Styes 
Programme

338
number of adults 

who used the 
service in 2015

54

47 36

32
7

41

55
66

ADULT SERVICES

pursuing. The students from this programme
progress to further education, employment or further
their experience through volunteering.

Transition Programme
The Transition Programme is a 2 year programme
for school leavers and it focuses on building an
individualised service for the students. students get
to devise their timetable in conjunction with their
Keyworker. They can choose one to one support
with their keyworker or get involved in group
activities. each Transition student has a person
centred plan and while on the programme they work
towards achieving their goals with the support of
their keyworker and their family.

Life Skills and Life Style Programmes
on the life skills and life style Programmes adults
focus on a variety subject areas literacy, numeracy,
computers, history, knitting, sewing, healthy living,
food and cookery, current affairs, art, music, gym,
Karate, drama, choir, independent living skills,
shopping, money management and swimming. 
Community involvement such as work experience
and volunteering is also a large part of this
programme and we encourage and support the
adults to broaden their horizons and try new
experiences.



My name is Linda Ahern and I am a service user who attends
the Firhouse centre on three days a week. I have achieved two
of my three goals that I set for myself over six months ago
on my Personal Centred Plan (PCP). 

My first goal was to return to being a Minister of the
Eucharist in my local parish Church of Kimmage Manor. The
other was to be a voice for the service users within the CRC,
I am now working on the Service Users Council and I was
elected Chairperson. 

meet
Thomas

I love it becaus
e I get to

meet people, an
d I like the

people I work w
ith.

meet
Linda

My goals were achieved with
 

help from my family and 
my key-worker  

Service Users C
ouncil: Linda Ahern (Chair

person), Maeve Kelly, James Leahy (standing) in front of James is Agnes Martin, James Reade and Michael McGeeley.

My name is Thomas Cahill. I am on the Life Skills programme
in the Central Remedial Clinic in Clontarf. I started working as
a voluntary receptionist at the New Life Centre in Darndale
which is close to my home in Darndale. I was on a visit to the
New Life Centre with another service user and the Community
Link Worker when I heard about a computer course starting
the following Monday, so I put my name down for it. 

On the first day I was a bit nervous because I had never done
it before but now I’m ok because I’m used to it. I also did some
phone and IT skills in the CRC in preparation for starting.  I
have learnt basic reception skills. I am going to continue this
for the future because I think it is really good to learn new
skills that will help you in life. 
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SPECIALTY SERVICES 

The CRC delivers a large range of specialist medical,
therapeutic and technical services throughout ireland.
over the last sixty years the CRC’s specialist teams
and individual departments have developed a unique
expertise and knowledge base in managing some of
the very complex problems which are associated with
physical disability. These multidisciplinary teams
operate in a highly integrated way, with several
specialised teams working in close partnership with
the national paediatric and adult tertiary hospitals.
They provide an invaluable support to medical and
therapy teams throughout the country to assist them
in delivering the highest quality of care to people with
complex physical disabilities in local areas.  

in addition to support by specialist teams, a very
important element of specialist service provision
includes therapist-to-therapist support for complex
problems where CRC personnel have specific
expertise due to their many years of experience in
dealing with a high throughput of people with
complex physical disabilities. 

As well as providing these specialist services in
Dublin, the CRC is committed to delivering care as
closely as possible to where a person lives through;
permanent regional location in the south east and
mid West, outreach clinics throughout the country,
and, innovative and award-winning initiatives such as
the CRC’s mobile Gait laboratory.  

The development and future of specialist services in
the CRC is underpinned by the Clinic’s commitment
to maintaining staff skills through the promotion of
research and on-going education. in the best
interests of its clients CRC personnel continually
strive to share their experience, skill-set and
knowledge base with all stakeholders through formal
and informal learning and development processes. 

The current specialist services include: 
specialist multidisciplinary Clinics, including;

- brachial Plexus 
- Feeding, eating, Drinking & swallowing (FeDs)
- intrathecal baclofen Pump
- neuromuscular
- orthopaedic (upper & lower limb)
- spasticity management

specialist occupational Therapy 
specialist Physiotherapy & hydrotherapy 
specialist speech and language Therapy 
Augmentative & Alternative Communication (AAC) 
medical Consultancy, including; 

- paediatrics
- child development
- neurosurgery
- orthopaedics
- neurology
- adult rehabilitation  

Assistive Technology and specialist seating
The Assistive Technology and specialised seating
Department is a national, regional and local
specialist consultative service operating from four
bases – Clontarf and Clondalkin in Dublin, and in
limerick and Waterford and in over twenty outreach
bases.

Gait laboratory
The Gait laboratory conducts expert assessment of
a person’s gait and based on this assessment
offers advice to referring clinicians on the
management of their clients. 
The service is supported by an ongoing education
and clinical research programme. Gait analysis
involves computerised 3-D reconstruction of how a
person walks by tracking information from
electronic sensors placed on a person’s body and
also embedded in a walkway. The objective data
provided by gait analysis enables doctors and
surgeons to differentiate between a number of
medical conditions which result in walking
difficulties and to make recommendations for
surgical and medical treatments.
services are provided mainly from our Gait
laboratory in Clontarf. outreach services are
provided locally in the south east and mid West
through our award-winning and innovative mobile
Gait laboratory. This saves children and families
from these areas having to travel to Dublin for this
service.
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meet
Oisín

Hello, our names are Maria and Ivan Nolan and we
are the proud parents of 3 year old Oisín Nolan.   

Oisín was born with a rare form of dwarfism which
resulted in Oisín being in Temple Street for the first
year of his life.  With his condition came complex spinal
problems, cleft palate, severe reflux, respiratory
disease and moderate deafness.  When Oisín was born
our world as we knew it changed forever, the ground fell
beneath our feet and we honestly didn't know what
tomorrow held never mind all the plans we had made for
our first baby. 

When Oisín was discharged from hospital on his first
birthday we were instantly catapulted into our new life
in the CRC which before Oisín we knew very little about.
Our first encounter was the parent toddler group where
I met a group of phenomenal mothers with their babies
on the same path as me.  Here I had the support of
amazing social workers and I found again acceptance and
belonging which I thought I had lost. 

In the CRC myself and Oisín started our new routine with
physio, OT and speech and language.  On his 3rd
birthday Oisín started preschool and this is where I saw
an amazing transformation in my little boy.  He learned
how to play which he couldn't do before and most
parents take for granted in their children. 

Oisín cannot talk or walk, yet he can operate his Bugzi
chair which he learned in the CRC specialist seating
services. 

My life as I had known it changed 4 years ago but
watching my little boy grow and transform has been
amazing, scary, stressful, trying, and heart breaking at
times, but always an honour, and we are standing as a
family through the support, friendship, and wonderful
services of the CRC. 

Maria & Ivan Nolan 



CRC SCHOOLS
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The CRC school provides differentiated and
individualised education to pupils with physical and
multiple disabilities from its north Dublin catchment
area. Pupils also access health and social services
and other essential services mainly during the school
day. During 2015, the school had an enrolment of 100
pupils. All pupils have multiple disabilities but with a
primary physical disability in line with our official
school designation. A number of pupils have complex
medical needs and this year we catered for children
with tracheotomies and other serious conditions. up-
skilling of special needs assistants enabled the school
to enrol pupils that could not be catered for in other
schools. 

The school had a staff allocation of 17 teaching posts,
including the principal, 37 snA posts, two secretaries
and a porter/ care worker. The Department of
education & skills directly funded the salaries of the
teachers and snAs, and grant funded the salaries for
ancillary staff. The 24 bus escorts were employed by
the CRC school board of management, and were
paid by the board with all payments reimbursed by the
Department of education & skills at the end of the
year. Grant-aided hot lunches and free school
transport continued to be provided for all pupils.  

CRC School Clontarf

100
pupils

17
teaching
posts

37
SNA
posts

2
secretaries

1
porter

24
bus escorts

CRC SCHOOL, 
CLONTARF 

2015 Developments  

Three of the junior classes received a make
over. each of these classes got a new sink
and storage area. 

The gym also received a make over. it was
given a fresh coat of paint and new basketball
hoops were installed at varying heights. new
electronic blackout blinds were installed. 

senior pupils accessed the state certified
courses as appropriate with a number
completing their Junior Certificate schools
Programme and eCDl. The 2015 Junior
Certificate results were excellent and a cause
of much celebration. 

The school received a number of visits
throughout the year including members of the
Dublin team with the sam maguire, the
lambert Puppet Theatre and Joe Duffy.



Our beautiful little grandson Daniel started Preschool 1 in September 2014
and has recently graduated from Preschool 2. Shortly after he started in
the CRC his Mam, our daughter, saw a notice about a grandparents support
group and asked would I be interested. I immediately agreed if a place was

available I’d be happy to join. Well 18 months to 2 years later without the
need for any dictionary I know exactly what support group means.

meet
Daniel

The group had already met for one meeting when I
joined. Really not knowing what to expect, I went along
and was warmly welcomed and introduced to the other
grandparents. The facilitator mentioned that
confidentiality was part and parcel of the meeting. We
were asked to introduce ourselves and give a little
background on our grandchild. When my turn came, I
started and very quickly the tears began to flow. “It
happens to us all” was the comment, no judgement, no tut
tuts, just total unconditional support. One couple’s
grandchild is older than most of the others, and hearing
them talk about her with so much pride and positivity was
such an uplifting feeling, giving great encouragement to
everyone else. We had a visit from the CEO and from
some of the CRC therapists who were all more than happy
to answer any of our questions.  I found the meetings so

helpful. If I went on a bit about our little treasure,
everyone present listened, as I did when they spoke. Well
the group had been arranged for 6 weeks but when the
last meeting came around everyone agreed we would like
to get together again.

This was organised and my husband Brendan joined the
group. He thoroughly enjoys the meetings and like myself
really looks forward to them. As we all relaxed in each
others company - speaking our thoughts freely, we
decided to meet monthly. I look forward to our
gatherings very much and would certainly encourage any
grandparent to join a support group. It has certainly been
a positive experience for me.       

Angela, Brendan and Daniel. 
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CRC Scoil Mochua Clondalkin

61
pupils

9
teaching
posts

23
SNA
posts

4
support staff

2
secretaries

14
bus escorts

scoil mochua is located in Clondalkin, Dublin
22. it caters for students aged three to eighteen
years of age with a wide range of physical and
multiple disabilities. each child that is enrolled
in the school has a primary diagnosis of a
physical disability, often accompanied by
significant medical needs and sometimes with a
secondary diagnosis of a general or specific
learning disability. in conjunction with their
educational programmes, the students also access
a range of supports in the school as needed such as
nursing care, Physiotherapy, occupational Therapy,
speech and language Therapy and Psychological
services amongst others.  

The curriculum in scoil mochua includes the Aistear
programme for children aged 3-5 years. This
programme is based around language,
communication and play. The revised primary
curriculum in conjunction with the nCCA curriculum
for children with special needs is utilised for students
aged 5-12 years and the Junior Certificate/Junior
Certificate level 2 is used for post-primary students
where applicable. These programmes are
complemented by the use of iCT, Assistive
Technology, swimming, enterprise and inclusion
programmes with local schools and many other trips
and experiential learning.  

students in scoil mochua also benefit from a
sensory room and sensory garden on site which
assist in the delivery of multi-sensory programmes
as necessary. 

2015 Developments 
scoil mochua were successful in securing

funding through leargas for a three year
erasmus+ project which will focus on research
and learning around communication devices and
knowledge for non-verbal students. This project
is being run in conjunction with three other
schools located in Wales, scotland and northern
ireland.  

many educational trips were undertaken by
various classes such as museums, art galleries,
sports events and the Corfheile in the national
basketball Arena. 

During the course of 2015 funding was secured
to provide lunches for the children which were
supplied by Carnbola.

Central Remedial Clinic a company limited by guarantee

School children Nadia O’Hanlon, Toby
Walkin Bell

and Kayleigh Flynn McFaul celebrating St P
atrick's Day

CRC SCOIL MOCHUA,
CLONDALKIN 
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The CRC is supported by many essential often
unseen services. 
The Finance and human resources functions
provide essential daily support to the CRC and in
2015 we welcomed new senior managers with
responsibility to both of these critical areas. 2015
saw a year of significant review and revision of their
systems and processes that continued into 2016
under the new leadership. 
The CRC would not operate effectively without the
dedication and commitment of our clerical and
administrative staff, from the welcome at the door to
the management of clinics and schedules. The
clerical staff ensure that systems work effectively.

Catering Department, Clontarf 
The Catering Department aims to provide the
highest quality food service to clients, visitors and
staff. it uses products that are nutritionally balanced,
maintains the highest standards of care and serves
food in a professional manner. Catering staff are
passionate about what they do in the best interests
of all who attend, work in or visit the CRC. 

2015 Developments 
in December 2015 the Catering Department
completed the process of introducing controls and
identification on the new allergen legislation. over
the course of the year, the Catering Department
served up lots of food to a variety of customers. 

CRC Transport Department 
The Transport Dept at CRC provides the vital link
between service users and the CRC. The Transport
Department seeks to complement the range of
services accessed by service users by
providing friendly, professional and efficient
transport to our preschool children, learners,
service users, carers and families. The
department operates between all CRC
facilities.  

SUPPORT 
FUNCTIONS 

Our Volunteers
During 2015 the Central Remedial Clinic had 90
volunteers working in the following areas;
Catering Department
CRC school swimming Programme
horse riding
CRC summer Project
Fifty of the volunteers are long term volunteers of

the CRC volunteer group and are an integral part
of the support services to service users.

Forty volunteers were recruited to support the
summer Project 2015 during the month of July
2015.

Maria Ellis, Receptionist CRC Clontarf
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since 2014 the CRC fundraising function
has focused on working with our
dedicated supporters in their
endeavours to raise money. Clients,
their families, businesses, the public
and our staff raised €296,221 through
a variety of activities including cycling,
walking, baking, raffles and much
appreciated legacies. 

We manage all our fundraised income
separately and all the funds are accounted
for and are spent on supporting front line
services and the delivery of same. We resolve
to adopt the statement of Guiding Principles for
Fundraising and are committed to complying with
the statement. We are fully compliant with all the
requirements of the Charities Regulation Authority
and our registration is complete and up to date.

We commenced a review of the future of our
fundraising future at the end of 2015 and this will
come to fruition in 2016.

We continue our very positive relationship with The
Care Trust. it is a not-for-profit organisation with
registered charitable status. For over 50 years The
Care Trust has been raising essential funds to
support the work of the Central Remedial Clinic.
The work of the Care Trust ensures that many
thousands of children and adults with physical and
multiple disabilities and those requiring medical
care, have the opportunity to achieve their full
potential and enjoy the same quality of life as
everyone else. The support of the Care Trust is
hugely important as it is a vital source of extra
funding which is allocated to a broad range of
projects and services supporting children and
adults. 

CRC FUNDRAISING & 
THE CARE TRUST

it is contributions and support to the Care Trust that
allows the CRC to continue its work and have a
lasting impact on thousands of people and their
families across ireland availing of services in the
Central Remedial Clinic.

0.01%

99.99%

Charitable expenditure
Fundraising expenditure

Charitable Expenditure vs Fundraising Expenditure

0.25%

99.75%

20142015

Stephanie Manahan CEO CRC, Tom Quinn Director CRC & The Care Trust,
Kieran Timmins Chairperson CRC, Senan Mullins CEO The Care Trust
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CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT
PROJECTS
Capital development is concerned with the upkeep,
development and expansion of CRC premises and
accommodation. The CRC aims to keep it’s
buildings fully accessible, safe, secure, and of
sufficient space to suit the people using our services.
The majority of this work is funded through the
income we receive from The Care Trust.

2015 Developments
2015 saw the roll-out of a range of capital and
building projects to improve and enhance the
existing portfolio of premises. These made a huge
difference to the people using and working in the
centres, and created a bright and inviting
environment for service users, staff and visitors.

Painting and repair works at several sites as
follows:

- Central Remedial Clinic Clontarf: gait lab
department; physiotherapy department;
stairwells and toilet blocks; external steel
beams and main corridors from canteen to
T&D centre.

- Central Remedial Clinic Clondalkin: therapy
corridor and consulting rooms

- scoil mochua classrooms
- Coolock and hartstown local Centres.

new energy-efficient lighting in the classrooms
in scoil mochua.

upgrade and refurbishment of emergency
lighting, evacuation routes and fire alarm
systems in CRC Clondalkin and CRC Clontarf

upgrade and refurbishment of kitchens in
Clontarf school, scoil mochua and hartstown
local Centre

Reroofing works and repairs in CRC swords
and scoil mochua

Appointment of full design team in advance of
major flood defence works and new roofing at
CRC Clontarf
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PLANS & CHALLENGES 
FOR 2016 & FUTURE YEARS
in 2015 and 2016 the board and Ceo of the CRC worked with all stakeholders to develop a new strategic
plan for the CRC. This strategic plan will inform all of the work of the CRC from 2016 to 2020. The full
strategic plan is due to be published in 2016. 

STRATEGIC PLAN
headline strategic objects

To build on existing
strengths and continue to
deliver quality national
specialist services to
children and adults

 To transition to the
Progressing Disability
services and new
Directions models of
service delivery

 To ensure continued excellence
in the CRC’s service delivery and
knowledge



To respond to and seek
out opportunities to
expand existing or deliver
new services to those who
require them



To continue to develop, support
and respond to the role of our two
schools – scoil mochua,
Clondalkin and the CRC school,
Clontarf



To listen to, communicate
with, and meet the needs
of our clients and families



To engage with, develop, and
work with our staff team to ensure
that the highest quality of service
continues to be delivered by
skilled professionals who are
highly valued



Work in partnership with
key stakeholders to deliver
services and develop new
opportunities

 To advocate for
disability service
provision and equality


To ensure the CRC’s governance
is appropriate and represents the
highest standards of best practice



To develop the right
organisational structure to
support the work of the
CRC

 To ensure the CRC’s
financial sustainability
in the coming years



To ensure the infrastructure of the
CRC – our buildings, our
facilities, our equipment, our iT
systems, and our support
services are fit for purpose and
enable the organisation to deliver
on its reputation for excellence



3.3
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FINANCIAL REVIEW

Financial Performance
The primary income source for the CRC; state grant
income, declined by approximately 2% during 2015
compared to 2014. A reduction in the grant allocation
for the year was agreed with the hse as payroll
expenditure was lower than budgeted due a number
of key vacancies across the organisation.
The CRC achieved a break-even position on its hse
funding i.e. it spent the hse grant allocation to
deliver agreed core services. The difference between
the break-even position on hse funding and the
surplus shown in the statement of Financial Activities
is due to the inclusion of items such as loan
forgiveness, fundraising income & expenditure,
depreciation and amortisation which are included in
the statement of Financial Activities, but not included
in the grant reporting to the hse.

Fundraised income rose by approximately 307%
compared to 2014. This rise is primarily driven by a
change in how CRC receives regular income from
the Care Trust. in september 2014 Care Trust
income began to be paid on a regular monthly basis
to the CRC, so 2015 is the first year in which a full
calendar year in which Care Trust income was paid
directly to the CRC. Fundraised income was also
boosted during 2015 by a significant, once off,
legacy donation.

3.4

Depreciation & Amortisation
operating Costs
staff Costs

25,000,000

20,000,000

15,000,000

10,000,000

5,000,000

2015 2014

25,000,000

20,000,000

15,000,000

10,000,000

5,000,000

2015 2014

Forgiveness of loan
other Fundraising
Friends & supporters of the CRC
Care Trust lottery Proceeds
sales related to Charitable Activities
Pension levy
other Government Grants
Department of education Grants
hse Grants

CRC Expenditure Graph CRC Income Graph
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Fundraised resources are spent in a manner to
complement the resources deployed by the core
state grant income. expenditure of these funds in
2015 includes expenditure of capital buildings
projects, equipment purchase, research and staff
training. it is anticipated that there will be
requirements for significant spending on capital
building projects between 2016 and 2021. it has
been agreed by the board that the majority of
fundraised income will be applied to these projects.

Two major items resulted in significant balance sheet
movements during 2015. A loan of €3m advanced by
Friends & supporters of the Central Remedial Clinic
(F&s) (a related party) to the CRC was forgiven by
the F&s on 23 June 2015 on the basis that CRC,
with its break even mandate, was not in a position to
repay this loan. This was reported as a post-balance
sheet event in the Financial statements for the year
ended 31st December 2014.

A change in the actuarial valuation of the defined
benefit pension scheme liability also has a significant
balance sheet movement. on 18th may 2016, after
much consideration and in an attempt to manage
CRC’s financial exposure, the CRC gave notice to
the trustees of this pension scheme that the CRC
was ceasing contributions with immediate effect. The
financial implications of this cessation will be
reported in the Financial statements for the year
ended 31st December 2016. Further details are
included in note 25 Post balance sheet events.

Reserves Policy
The CRC does not currently operate a reserves
policy. The Finance manager, under the direction of
the Audit Committee, will draft one for approval by
the board of Directors. The core hse grant is paid
weekly. The CRC also has a bank overdraft of
€1,270,000 available to it for working capital needs if
required.

Internal Auditors
During 2015 the board of Directors appointed
external consultants Deloitte to carry out internal
audits in the CRC as there is no internal audit
function within the company. The Audit Committee
agreed the first year of the internal audit programme
within the context of a three year rolling programme.
The first module of the internal audit was a review of
procurement in the CRC. The field work was carried
out in november 2015, and the final report on this
work was issued in February 2016.
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KEY FINANCIAL RISKS &
UNCERTAINTIES
Defined Benefit Pension Scheme
As detailed in note 21 to the financial statements,
the CRC operates a separate defined benefit
pension plan for a number of eligible employees.
During 2015 the pension plan was operating under a
funding proposal prepared in 2011 by the previous
board to restore the CRC plan to compliance with
the minimum Funding standard by 2017. This
pension plan was identified as a key risk to the
organisation by the new board on their appointment
in 2013. it was reported as a key risk in the financial
statements for the years ended 31 December 2013
and 31 December 2014.
The pension plan actuary indicated that the position
at the end of December 2015 showed that the
funding proposal was not expected to meet the
minimum Funding standard by 31 December 2017,
albeit the expected deficit was relatively small. This
was based on reasonably optimistic assumptions at
that time.
subsequently the pension plan actuary noted that
the position had deteriorated significantly between
31st December 2015 and 31st march 2016 and that,
as a result, at the end of march 2016 the funding
proposal was significantly off track. The actuary
noted that the funding proposal does not allow for
risk reserves and that even if the proposal were to
run its course until 31 December 2017, the plan
would then be required to fund for risk reserves.
The previous CRC board had approved a number of
pension ‘top ups’ in recent years, however since the
appointment of the new board in march 2014, the
current board has communicated that it would not be
in a position to pay additional monies into the
pension plan and that the contribution rate of 25% of
pensionable salaries was at the outer limited of what
the CRC could afford. based on this the pension
plan actuary indicated that he was not satisfied that
the funding proposal could be certified as on track.
As CRC is not in a position to provide additional
funds and cognisant of the CRC’s break even
mandate, the board took the decision on 17th may
2016 to cease contributions to the pension plan with
immediate effect and this was communicated to the
pension plan trustee on 18th may 2016. This action
triggered a wind-up of the scheme.

At the date of signing the financial statements the
wind-up process is still ongoing. 
on 1 June 2016 the Trustees of the iPT Defined
benefit Pension scheme requested that the CRC
make a contribution sufficient to ensure that the
scheme is fully funded on a wind up basis and that
the CRC pay the expenses of winding up the
scheme. The combined cost of this contribution and
the wind up expenses are estimated at €1.9m. The
CRC has received legal advice indicating that that
the CRC is not legally bound to pay these costs.
on 4 August 2016, the CRC received
correspondence from the hse indicating agreement
between the hse, the Department of health and the
Department of Public expenditure and Reform, that
the existing CRC staff who were previously members
of this Defined benefit Pension scheme will be
granted access to the state’s single Public service
Pension scheme (sPsPs) for future service from 18
may 2016 onwards. Further details are included in
note 25 Post balance sheet events. in 2016 there
are both industrial relations and cost implications
arising from the cessation of contributions and
subsequent wind-up of the Defined benefit Pension
scheme.

Internal Controls
The hse interim Administrator’s report of may 2014
found that “the CRC has sound systems of financial
control in place and no issues of concern have been
identified…” Although the Directors have no reason
to believe that internal controls within CRC are
ineffective, it is always prudent to independently test
that such controls are (1) in existence and (2)
operating as intended.
in the absence of an internal Audit function within
CRC, the Audit Committee undertook a competitive
tender process for the services of an independent
internal auditor. Deloitte were appointed to this role
in July 2015. A 12 month programme of internal audit
was agreed with modules focused on Procurement,
internal Control and Cash management. The
Procurement module commenced in november
2015, with the remaining modules schedules for
2016 and 2017.
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Compliance with HSE Service Arrangements
since 2013 there has been a higher level of
regulation by the hse of its service Arrangements
with section 38 agencies including the CRC. This
compliance is subject to a high degree of scrutiny by
the hse.

The compliance includes governance arrangements,
compliance with public sector pay policy and
procurement. The CRC reports on compliance
annually to the hse as part of a formal compliance
statement as well as responding to queries from the
hse as they arise. it is expected that the CRC will
be subject to an audit commissioned by the hse on
compliance with its service Arrangements in 2016 or
2017.

While the CRC are confident that strong progress on
compliance have been made since march 2014, and
that exceptions have been communicated clearly to
the hse in the annual Compliance statements, non-
compliance constitutes a risk to the funding from the
hse and a reputational risk to the CRC. Three areas
of risk within the scope of the Compliance
statement; the break-even mandate, Procurement,
and compliance with Public Pay Policy are
addressed separately below.

Break-Even Mandate
As the CRC is a section 38 agency and a ‘not for
profit’ company, it is essential that the CRC
manages its operational costs in respect of hse
funded activities on an annual basis so as to ensure
those costs do not exceed the related hse funded
income. This is articulated in the service
Arrangement governing the relationship between the
CRC and the hse. steps must continue to be taken
by the management of the CRC to align costs with
allocated income through continued reductions in
the Company’s cost base as required. The grant
income form the state accounts for approximately
76% of the funding and the CRC relies on ongoing
generation of income to fund the shortfall in grant
allocation.

in addition to the risk of spending more than the
grant allocation provides for, there is a risk that the
CRC may spend less than the grant allocation
provides. This may arise due to once off factors such

as a series of temporary staff vacancies. if the CRC
does not spend all of its grant allocation in the year,
excess funding must be returned to the hse, and
there is a risk that this would result in a permanent
reduction of the annual allocation.

Procurement
in compliance with the terms of the hse service
Arrangement, procurement funded by hse grant
income must be in compliance with public sector
procurement guidelines. The board of the CRC have
also determined than procurement funded by
fundraised income should also be carried out in
compliance with public sector procurement
guidelines. An internal audit of procurement carried
out at the end of 2015 resulted in two significant
findings and two important findings. The
management team have agreed actions to address
these risk areas in 2016.

Compliance with Public Pay Policy
The previous board had approved a number of pay
rates that were non-compliant with public pay policy.
on commencement in 2014 eight managers were in
receipt of salaries in excess of approved public pay
scale rates. Two such salaries remain and continue
to be under review with the hse. The Ceo is on an
approved hse pay scale commensurate with the
responsibility of the post €83,252 to €100,796 the
Ceo is currently on the third point of the scale
€90,262. since the commencement of the new
board and Ceo significant controls have been
implemented to ensure compliance with public pay
policy.

Guarantee to The Care Trust Limited
on 1 June 2010, the CRC entered into an
agreement with The Rehab Group, Rehab
Foundation limited, Friends and supporters of the
Central Remedial Clinic (F&s) and The Care Trust
limited which provides that all losses of The Care
Trust limited arising from its lottery and non-lottery
fund raising activities shall be borne by The Rehab
Group and the CRC equally.
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Related Parties
income disclosed in the income and expenditure
Account includes financial and other support from a
related undertaking, Friends and supporters of the
Central Remedial Clinic (F&s), a company limited by
guarantee, Chy number 10310. in 2015, F&s was a
related party by virtue of having a member and
Director in common with the CRC. F&s is not a
subsidiary of the Company. The two companies do
not therefore comprise a group of companies and
consolidated financial statements are therefore not
prepared.
The principal function of F&s is to provide financial
support to CRC. This involves the funding of capital
projects, revenue expenses and other costs
associated with the running of the Company and
provision of services.
The main source of the funds provided by F&s in
2015 came from its share of the proceeds of the
lottery operated by The Care Trust limited for the
benefit of CRC, Rehab Group and the mater
hospital Group. With effect from 1 september 2014,
the share of these lottery proceeds attributable to
CRC have been paid directly to CRC by The Care
Trust limited. These amounted to €1,259,368 in
2015 and €441,219 in 2014. At 31 December 2015
no balance of funds was payable to CRC by The
Care Trust limited.
The F&s have resolved to wind down their activities
and to transfer all assets to the CRC with certain
restrictions on how these donated funds should be
expended. 2015 saw the commencement of a
process to transfer the remaining assets of F&s
(including the shares held by it in The Care Trust
limited) to CRC due to be completed in 2016. Funds
held by F&s, as per its most recent audited financial
statements, amounted to €13,963,657 at
28/02/2015.

Going Concern
The financial statements have been prepared on the
going concern basis. in assessing the
appropriateness of the going concern basis, we
have taken into account all relevant information
covering a period of at least twelve months from the
date of approval of the signing of the financial
statements.

As a section 38 funded agency the CRC relies
heavily on funding from the hse and all indications
are that this funding will continue in line with signed
service arrangements 2015 to 2018. in addition the
CRC relies on the funds generated through the Care
Trust and other fundraising activities and donations.

The Directors take comfort from the ongoing
financial support from the hse and note that no
issues have been identified by the hse during the
course of 2015 and to date in 2016 which would
imply that the Company is not meeting its ongoing
obligations within the service level Agreements.
The CRC delivered on all service level agreements
in 2015.

The Company will continue to operate its business
within budgets agreed with the hse and other
agencies.

The Directors note that there has been ongoing
support to the CRC from the proceeds of the Care
Trust activities, during 2015 it was agreed by Friends
and supporters of the Central Remedial Clinic (F&s)
that all lottery funds due from The Care Trust limited
would be paid directly to the CRC. This will continue
in 2016 and subsequent years, thereby providing an
additional direct source of funding to the CRC.

The write off, during 2015 of the €3,000,000 loan
obligation has made a significant positive
contribution to the CRCs reserve position in 2015.
The company notes the plans for the wind up of F&s
and is engaging with F&s to understand the
implications for the company.

As noted above, on 17th may 2016 the board of the
CRC took the decision to cease contributions to the
iPT private defined benefit pension liability. This
decision triggered a wind-up of the scheme. There
are likely to be significant costs related to the wind-
up including professional fees. The CRC is in the
process of establishing a successor scheme for the
current staff who are members of the iPT scheme.
once the wind-up is complete and a successor
pension scheme is established, the closure of the
defined benefit scheme will eliminate a major risk to
the Going Concern of the CRC.

on this basis, the board of Directors has concluded
that it is appropriate to continue to adopt the going
concern basis in preparing the financial statements.
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Accounting Records
The measures that the directors have taken to se-
cure compliance with the requirements of sections
281 to 285 of the Companies Act 2014 with regard
to the keeping of accounting records are the em-
ployment of appropriately qualified accounting per-
sonnel and the maintenance of computerised ac-
counting records. The books of account for the
Company are maintained at the Penny Ansley me-
morial building, Vernon Avenue, Clontarf, Dublin 3.

Appointment of External Auditors
The Audit Committee, on behalf of the board,
commenced a process in october 2015 to appoint
external auditors to the company as the term of
office of e&y, expired in December 2015. e&y
(ernst & young) and its ancestor firms; ernst &
Whinney and Reynolds Cooper mcCarron audited
the CRC from 1979 to 2015.

The competitive process was managed in
conjunction with assistance from the hse resulting
in the appointment, in December 2015, of bDo as
external auditors for a period of three years.

______________________ 
Kieran Timmins
Chairperson 

______________________ 
Christine mary mcelhinney
Director & Audit Committee Chairperson

_____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____
Ki Ti i
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DIRECTORS RESPONSIBILITY
STATEMENT
The directors are responsible for preparing the
directors’ report and the financial statements in
accordance with applicable law and regulations.

irish Company law requires the directors to prepare
financial statements for each financial year. under
that law the directors have elected to prepare the
financial statements in accordance with accounting
standards issued by the Financial Reporting Council
and promulgated by the institute of Chartered
Accountants in ireland (Generally Accepted
Accounting Practice in ireland). under company law
the directors must not approve the financial
statements unless they are satisfied that they give a
true and fair view of the assets, liabilities and
financial position of the Company as at the end of
the financial year, and the profit or loss of the
Company for the financial year, and otherwise
comply with the Companies Act 2014.

in preparing those financial statements, the directors
are required to:

select suitable accounting policies and then
apply them consistently;

make judgements and estimates that are
reasonable and prudent;

state whether the financial statements have
been prepared in accordance with applicable
accounting standards, identify those standards,
and note the effect and reasons for any material
departure from those standards; and

Prepare the financial statements on the going
concern basis unless it is inappropriate to
presume that the company will continue in
business.

The directors are responsible for ensuring that the
Company keeps or causes to be kept adequate
accounting records which correctly explain and
record the transactions of the Company, enable at
any time the assets, liabilities, financial position and

profit or loss of the Company to be determined with
reasonable accuracy, enable them to ensure that the
financial statements and directors report comply with
the Companies Act 2014, and enable the financial
statements to be audited. They are also responsible
for safeguarding the assets of the Company and
hence for taking reasonable steps for the prevention
and detection of fraud and other irregularities.

______________________ 
Kieran Timmins
Chairperson 

______________________ 
Christine mary mcelhinney
Director & Audit Committee Chairperson

4

__ ______ _ _____
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We have audited the financial statements of The
Central Remedial Clinic for the financial year ended
31 December 2015 which comprise the statement of
financial activities, statement of financial position,
cash flow statement and related notes. The relevant
financial reporting framework that has been applied
in their preparation is Companies Act 2014 and
FRs102, the Financial Reporting standard
applicable in the uK and Republic of ireland issued
by the Financial Reporting Council and promulgated
by the institute of Chartered Accountants in ireland.

This report is made solely to the Company's
members, as a body, in accordance with section
391 of the Companies Act 2014. our audit work has
been undertaken so that we might state to the
Company's members those matters we are required
to state to them in an auditors' report and for no
other purpose. To the fullest extent permitted by law,
we do not accept or assume responsibility to
anyone other than the Company and the Company's
members as a body, for our audit work, for this
report, or for the opinions we have formed.

Respective responsibilities of directors and
auditors
As explained more fully in the directors'
responsibilities statement, the directors are
responsible for the preparation of the financial
statements and for being satisfied that they give a
true and fair view and otherwise comply with the
Companies Act 2014. our responsibility is to audit
and express our opinion on the financial statements
in accordance with irish law and international
standards on Auditing (uK and ireland). Those
standards require us to comply with the Auditing
Practices board's ethical standards for Auditors.

Scope of the audit of the financial statements
An audit involves obtaining evidence about the
amounts and disclosures in the financial statements
sufficient to give reasonable assurance that the
financial statements are free from material
misstatement, whether caused by fraud or error.
This includes an assessment of: whether the
accounting policies are appropriate to the
Company's circumstances and have been
consistently applied and adequately disclosed; the
reasonableness of significant accounting estimates
made by the directors; and the overall presentation
of the financial statements. in addition, we read all
the financial and non-financial information in the
directors' report to identify material inconsistencies
with the audited financial statements and to identify
any information that is apparently materially
incorrect based on, or materially inconsistent with,
the knowledge acquired by us in the course of
performing the audit. if we become aware of any
apparent material misstatements or inconsistencies
we consider the implications for our report. 

INDEPENDENT 
AUDITORS’ REPORT 5
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Opinion on financial statements
in our opinion the financial statements:
give a true and fair view of the assets, liabilities

and financial position of the Company as at 31
December 2015 and its excess of income over
expenditure for the financial year then ended;
and

have been properly prepared in accordance with
the relevant financial reporting framework and in
particular with the requirements of the
Companies Act 2014.

Matters on which we are required to report by
the Companies Act 2014
We have obtained all the information and

explanations which we consider necessary for
the purposes of our audit.

in our opinion the accounting records of the
Company were sufficient to permit the financial
statements to be readily and properly audited.

The financial statements are in agreement with
the accounting records.

in our opinion the information given in the
directors' report is consistent with the financial
statements.

Matters on which we are required to report by
exception
We have nothing to report in respect of our
obligations under the Companies Act 2014 to report
to you if, in our opinion, the disclosures of directors'
remuneration and transactions specified by section
305 to 312 of the Act are not made.

______________________
John O’Callaghan 
For and on behalf of BDO
Dublin
statutory Audit Firm
Ai223876

______________________
Date
26th August 2016
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STATEMENT OF 
FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES 6

______________________ 
Kieran Timmins

______________________ 
Christine mary mcelhinney

______
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!
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( ( ( ( ( (
* *
*
AK(5!!2761/6b(928/!/03(
E3$*1'..'A",?*+%%'-,&",?*/'."%"$(*+#$*+//."$0*%',("(&$,&.4*",*0$+.",?*A"&3*"&$2(*A3"%3*+#$*%',("0$#$0*2+&$#"+.*",*#$.+&"',*
&'*&3$*%'2/+,4K(*1",+,%"+.*(&+&$2$,&(<*
*
P&R(F&H,H(=<(9%"L&%&$,=#(&#+(b=,#Q(!=#-"%#(
E3$*1",+,%"+.*(&+&$2$,&(*3+@$*7$$,*/#$/+#$0*",*+%%'#0+,%$*A"&3*+%%'-,&",?*(&+,0+#0(*?$,$#+..4*+%%$/&$0*",*V#$.+,0*
",*%'2/."+,%$*A"&3*&3$*J'2/+,"$(*Q%&*896U*+,0*A"&3*#$1$#$,%$*&'*&3$*#$%'22$,0+&"',(*'1*&3$*#$@"($0*L&+&$2$,&*
'1*O$%'22$,0$0*H#+%&"%$*\LNOH]*Q%%'-,&",?*+,0*O$/'#&",?*74*J3+#"&"$(*"((-$0*74*&3$*J3+#"&4*J'22"(("',$#(*",*
&3$*beC**Q%%'-,&",?*L&+,0+#0(B*?$,$#+..4*+%%$/&$0*",*V#$.+,0*",*/#$/+#",?*1",+,%"+.*(&+&$2$,&(*?"@",?*+*&#-$*+,0*1+"#*
@"$AB*+#$*&3'($*/-7."(3$0*74*&3$*V,(&"&-&$*'1*J3+#&$#$0*Q%%'-,&+,&(*",*V#$.+,0*+,0*"((-$0*74*&3$*S",+,%"+.*O$/'#&",?*
J'-,%".C**
*
V,1'#2+&"',*',*&3$*"2/+%&*'1*1"#(&a&"2$*+0'/&"',*'1*SOL*698*"(*?"@$,*",*,'&$*8UC*
*
E3$*/#$/+#+&"',*'1*1",+,%"+.*(&+&$2$,&(*",*%'2/."+,%$*A"&3*SOL*698*#$F-"#$(*&3$*-($*'1*%$#&+",*%#"&"%+.*+%%'-,&",?*
$(&"2+&$(C*V&*+.('*#$F-"#$(*2+,+?$2$,&*&'*$I$#%"($*c-0?2$,&*",*+//.4",?*&3$*%'2/+,4)(*+%%'-,&",?*/'."%"$(C*
*
Q(*,'&$0*',*/+?$*56*'1* &3$*!"#$%&'#(K*O$/'#&B* &3$* 1",+,%"+.*(&+&$2$,&(*3+@$*7$$,*/#$/+#$0*',*+*?'",?*%',%$#,*
7+("(C*
*
E3$*1'..'A",?*/#",%"/+.*+%%'-,&",?*/'."%"$(*3+@$*7$$,*+//."$0<*
*
PBR()"H$%,-$"+(:N#+H(
O$(&#"%&$0*1-,0(*+#$*1-,0(*#$%$"@$0*A3"%3*%+,*',.4*7$*-($0*1'#*/+#&"%-.+#*/-#/'($(*(/$%"1"$0*74*&3$*0','#(*+,0*+#$*
7",0",?*',*&3$*%'2/+,4C**L-%3*/-#/'($(*+#$*A"&3",*&3$*'@$#+..*+"2(*'1*&3$*%'2/+,4C*
(
P-R(7#%"H$%,-$"+(:N#+H(
b,#$(&#"%&$0*1-,0(*+#$*&3'($*A3"%3*+#$*$I/$,0+7.$*+&*&3$*0"(%#$&"',*'1*&3$*%'2/+,4*",*1-#&3$#+,%$*'1*&3$*'7c$%&(*'1*
&3$* %3+#"&4C* * E3$* %'2/+,4* 3+(* .',?* &$#2* '7."?+&"',(* ",* #$(/$%&* '1* &3$* /#'@"("',* '1* 0+4* +%&"@"&"$(B* #$(/"&$* %+#$B*
",0$/$,0$,&*."@",?*+,0*&#+,(/'#&*1+%"."&"$(C**V1*/+#&*'1*+,*-,#$(&#"%&$0*1-,0*"(*$+#2+#>$0*1'#*+*/+#&"%-.+#*/#'c$%&B*"&*2+4*
7$*0$("?,+&$0*+(*+*($/+#+&$* 1-,0B*7-&* &3$*0$("?,+&"',*3+(*+,*+02","(&#+&"@$*/-#/'($*',.4B*+,0*0'$(*,'&* .$?+..4*
#$(&#"%&*&3$*%'2/+,4K(*0"(%#$&"',*&'*+//.4*&3$*1-,0C*
*
P+R(/#-=*,#Q()"H=N%-"H(
Q..* ",%'2",?* #$('-#%$(*+#$* ",%.-0$0* ",* &3$*L&+&$2$,&*'1*S",+,%"+.*Q%&"@"&"$(*A3$,* &3$*%'2/+,4* "(*$,&"&.$0* &'* &3$*
",%'2$*+,0*&3$*+2'-,&*%+,*7$*2$+(-#$0*A"&3*#$+(',+7.$*+%%-#+%4*+,0*"(*/#'7+7.$C**E3$*1'..'A",?*(/$%"1"%*/'."%"$(*
+#$*+//."$0*&'*/+#&"%-.+#*%+&$?'#"$(*'1*",%'2$<*

*

•* b%&#$(&#+(3"%I,-"(/#-=*"_((P#+,&*",%'2$*1#'2*&3$*`$+.&3*L$#@"%$*MI$%-&"@$B*'&3$#*P'@$#,2$,&*Q?$,%"$(*
+,0* '&3$#* ('-#%$(* "(* %#$0"&$0* A3$,* #$%$"@+7.$* &'* &3$* L&+&$2$,&* '1* S",+,%"+.* Q%&"@"&"$(C* * MI/$,0"&-#$* +,0*
($#@"%$a#$.+&$0* ?#+,&(* +#$* %#$0"&$0* &'* &3$* L&+&$2$,&* '1* S",+,%"+.* Q%&"@"&"$(* -/',* &3$* #$%'?,"&"',* '1* &3$*
+(('%"+&$0*$I/$,($*1'#*A3"%3*&3$*?#+,&*A+(*'#"?",+..4*#$%$"@$0C*

•* :N#+%&,H,#Q(/#-=*"_((S-,0#+"(",?*",%'2$*"(*%#$0"&$0*&'*&3$*L&+&$2$,&*'1*S",+,%"+.*Q%&"@"&"$(*",*&3$*4$+#*",*
A3"%3*"&*"(*#$%$"@+7.$*74*&3$*%'2/+,4C*

•* /#I"H$*"#$(/#-=*"_((V,%'2$*$+#,$0*',*1-,0(*3$.0*',*0$/'("&*"(*&#$+&$0*+(*-,#$(&#"%&$0*",%'2$*+,0*"(*%#$0"&$0*
A3$,*$+#,$0C*

(
P"R()"H=N%-"H(0ML"#+"+(
MI/$,0"&-#$*"(*#$%'?,"($0*',*+,*+%%#-+.(*7+("(*+(*+*."+7"."&4*"(*",%-##$0*+,0*"(*#$%'#0$0*+(*/+#&*'1*&3$*$I/$,0"&-#$*
&'*A3"%3*"&*#$.+&$(C*J'(&*'1*?$,$#+&",?*1-,0(*%'2/#"($*&3$*%'(&(*+(('%"+&$0*A"&3*+&&#+%&",?*@'.-,&+#4*",%'2$*+,0*&3$*
%'(&(*'1*&#+0",?*1'#*1-,0#+"(",?*/-#/'($(*",%.-0",?*&3$*%3+#"&4K(*(3'/(C*MI/$,0"&-#$*',*%3+#"&+7.$*+%&"@"&"$(*"(*&3'($*
%'(&(*",%-##$0*74*&3$*%3+#"&4*",*&3$*0$."@$#4*'1*"&(*($#@"%$(*1'#*"&(*7$,$1"%"+#"$(C**V&*",%.-0$(*7'&3*%'(&(*&3+&*%+,*7$*
+..'%+&$0*0"#$%&.4*&'*(-%3*+%&"@"&"$(*+,0*&3'($*%'(&(*'1*+,*",0"#$%&*,+&-#$*,$%$((+#4*&'*(-//'#&*&3$2C*P'@$#,+,%$*
%'(&(*",%.-0$*&3'($*%'(&(*+(('%"+&$0*A"&3*2$$&",?*&3$*%',(&"&-&"',+.*+,0*(&+&-&'#4*#$F-"#$2$,&(*'1*&3$*%3+#"&4C*=3$#$*
%'(&(*%+,,'&*7$*0"#$%&.4*+&&#"7-&$0B*&3$4*3+@$*7$$,*+..'%+&$0*",*/#'/'#&"',*&'*$(&"2+&$0*7$,$1"&(*#$%$"@$0C*
*
*

(
(
( (
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! ! ! ! !

!

! ! !

6=$"H($=($>"(:,#&#-,&'(3$&$"*"#$H(S(-=#$,#N"+(
*
P<R( !&L,$&'(b%&#$H(
P#+,&(*#$%$"@$0*(/$%"1"%+..4*+(*+*%',&#"7-&"',*&'A+#0(*&3$*%'(&*'1*.+,0B*7-".0",?(*+,0*7-(*1.$$&*+#$*%#$0"&$0*0"#$%&.4*
&'*&3$*%+/"&+.*1-,0*",*&3$*4$+#*'1*#$%$"/&C*L-%3*?#+,&(*+#$*+2'#&"($0*&'*&3$*L&+&$2$,&*'1*S",+,%"+.*Q%&"@"&"$(*',*&3$*
(+2$*7+("(*+(*&3$*+(($&(*+#$*0$/#$%"+&$0C***

*
PQR(1&#Q,B'"(:,M"+(5HH"$H((
E+,?"7.$*1"I$0*+(($&(*%-##$,&.4*",*-($*",*1-#&3$#+,%$*'1*&3$*%3+#"&4K(*'7c$%&"@$(*+#$*(&+&$0*",*&3$*7+.+,%$*(3$$&*+&*
%'(&*.$((*+%%-2-.+&$0*0$/#$%"+&"',C**Q*(2+..*,-27$#*'1*+(($&(*,'&*%-##$,&.4*",*-($*",*1-#&3$#+,%$*'1*&3$*%3+#"&4K(*
'7c$%&"@$(* +#$* (&+&$0* +&* &3$* .'A$#* '1* %'(&* .$((* +%%-2-.+&$0* 0$/#$%"+&"',* +,0* ,$&*2+#>$&* @+.-$C*!$/#$%"+&"',* "(*
/#'@"0$0*',*&+,?"7.$*+(($&(*A"&3*&3$*$I%$/&"',*'1*.+,0B*('*+(*&'*A#"&$*'11*&3$*%'(&*.$((*$(&"2+&$0*#$("0-+.*@+.-$*'1*
$+%3*+(($&*'@$#*"&(*$I/$%&$0*-($1-.*$%','2"%*."1$*',*+*(&#+"?3&*.",$*7+("(*+&*&3$*1'..'A",?*+,,-+.*#+&$(<*
*

h+,0** * [".*
X-".0",?(** * Uu*/$#*+,,-2*
;$0"%+.*$F-"/2$,&* * 69u*/$#*+,,-2*
N11"%$*$F-"/2$,&* * 69u*/$#*+,,-2*
N&3$#*$F-"/2$,&* * 69u*/$#*+,,-2*
S"I&-#$(*+,0*1"&&",?(* * 69u*/$#*+,,-2*
J'2/-&$#*$F-"/2$,&* * 8:u*/$#*+,,-2*
;'&'#*@$3"%.$(* * 8:u*/$#*+,,-2*

*
*
P+",(* +,0* .'(($(* ',* 0"(/'(+.(* +#$* 0$&$#2",$0* 74* %'2/+#",?* &3$* /#'%$$0(* A"&3* &3$* %+##4",?* +2'-,&* +,0* +#$*
#$%'?,"($0*",*&3$*L&+&$2$,&*'1*S",+,%"+.*Q%&"@"&"$(C*
*
P>R(/#$&#Q,B'"(<,M"+(&HH"$H(
H+42$,&(*&'*&3"#0*/+#&"$(*&'*($%-#$*&3$*#"?3&*&'*-($*1+%"."&"$(*'A,$0*74*&3'($*&3"#0*/+#&"$(*1'#*+*0$1",$0*/$#"'0*+#$*
%+/"&+."($0*+(*V,&+,?"7.$*1"I$0*+(($&(*+,0*+#$*+2'#&"($0*'@$#*&3$*0$1",$0*/$#"'0C**

*
P,R( 8"&H"+(5HH"$H_(8"HH""(
=3$#$*+(($&(*+#$*1",+,%$0*74*.$+(",?*+?#$$2$,&(*&3+&*?"@$*#"?3&(*+//#'I"2+&",?*&'*'A,$#(3"/*\1",+,%$*.$+($(]B*&3$*
+(($&(* +#$* &#$+&$0* +(* "1* &3$4* 3+0* 7$$,* /-#%3+($0* '-&#"?3&C* E3$* +2'-,&* %+/"&+."($0* "(* &3$* /#$($,&* @+.-$* '1* &3$*
2","2-2*.$+($*/+42$,&(*/+4+7.$*'@$#*&3$*&$#2*'1*&3$*.$+($C*
*
E3$*%'##$(/',0",?*.$+(",?*%'22"&2$,&(*+#$*(3'A,*+(*+2'-,&(*/+4+7.$*&'*&3$*.$(('#C*!$/#$%"+&"',*',*&3$*#$.$@+,&*
+(($&(*"(*%3+#?$0*&'*/#'1"&*'#*.'((*'@$#*&3$*(3'#&$#*'1*$(&"2+&$0*-($1-.*$%','2"%*."1$*+,0*&3$*&$#2*'1*&3$*.$+($C*
*
h$+($*/+42$,&(*+#$*+,+.4($0*7$&A$$,*%+/"&+.*+,0*",&$#$(&*%'2/',$,&(*('*&3+&*&3$*",&$#$(&*$.$2$,&*'1*&3$*/+42$,&*
"(*%3+#?$0*&'*/#'1"&*'#*.'((*'@$#*&3$*&$#2*'1*&3$*.$+($*+,0*"(*%+.%-.+&$0*('*&3+&*"&*#$/#$($,&(*+*%',(&+,&*/#'/'#&"',*'1*
&3$*7+.+,%$*'1*%+/"&+.*#$/+42$,&(*'-&(&+,0",?C*E3$*%+/"&+.*/+#&*#$0-%$(*&3$*+2'-,&(*/+4+7.$*&'*&3$*.$(('#C*
*
PeR( :,#&#-,&'(5HH"$H(
L3'#&a&$#2*",@$(&2$,&(*+#$*H#"G$*X',0(*A3"%3*+#$*2$+(-#$0*+&*1+%$*@+.-$C*
*
PfR()"-",I&B'"H(
L3'#&* &$#2*#$%$"@+7.$(*+#$*2$+(-#$0*+&* &#+,(+%&"',*/#"%$B* .$((*+,4* "2/+"#2$,&C*h'+,(* #$%$"@+7.$*+#$*2$+(-#$0*
","&"+..4*+&*1+"#*@+.-$B*,$&*'1*&#+,(+%&"',*%'(&(B*+,0*+#$*2$+(-#$0*(-7($F-$,&.4*+&*+2'#&"($0*%'(&*-(",?*&3$*$11$%&"@$*
",&$#$(&*2$&3'0B*.$((*+,4*"2/+"#2$,&C*
*
P'R( 3$=-fH((
L&'%>(*%'2/#"($*A'#>(3'/*/+#&(B*A3$$.%3+"#(*+,0*%',(-2+7.$(C*L&'%>(*+#$*(&+&$0*+&* &3$* .'A$#*'1*%'(&*+,0*,$&*
#$+."(+7.$*@+.-$B*7$",?*&3$*$(&"2+&$0*($..",?*/#"%$*.$((*%'(&(*&'*%'2/.$&$*+,0*($..C*E3$*%'(&*'1*(&'%>*"(*@+.-$0*-(",?*
+*A$"?3&$0*+@$#+?$*%'(&",?*2'0$.C*
*
Q&*$+%3*7+.+,%$*(3$$&*0+&$B*(&'%>(*+#$*+(($(($0*1'#*"2/+"#2$,&C*V1*(&'%>*"(*"2/+"#$0B*&3$*%+##4",?*+2'-,&*"(*#$0-%$0*
&'*"&(*($..",?*/#"%$*.$((*%'(&(*&'*%'2/.$&$*+,0*($..C*E3$*"2/+"#2$,&*.'((*"(*#$%'?,"($0*"22$0"+&$.4*",*&3$*/#'1"&*+,0*
.'((*+%%'-,&C*
*
*

( (
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! ! !
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!

! ! !

6=$"H($=($>"(:,#&#-,&'(3$&$"*"#$H(S(-=#$,#N"+(
(
P*R(((9&?&B'"H(
L3'#&* &$#2* /+4+7.$(* +#$*2$+(-#$0* +&* &3$* &#+,(+%&"',* /#"%$C*N&3$#* 1",+,%"+.* ."+7"."&"$(B* ",%.-0",?* 7+,>* .'+,(B* +#$*
2$+(-#$0*","&"+..4*+&*1+"#*@+.-$B*,$&*'1*&#+,(+%&"',*%'(&(B*+,0*+#$*2$+(-#$0*(-7($F-$,&.4*+&*+2'#&"($0*%'(&*-(",?*&3$*
$11$%&"@$*",&$#$(&*2$&3'0C**

(
P#R((!&H>(&#+(!&H>(0TN,I&'"#$H(
J+(3*"(*#$/#$($,&$0*74*%+(3*",*3+,0*+,0*0$/'("&(*A"&3*1",+,%"+.*",(&"&-&"',(*#$/+4+7.$*A"&3'-&*/$,+.&4*',*,'&"%$*'1*
,'&*2'#$*&3+,*8U*3'-#(C*J+(3*$F-"@+.$,&(*+#$*3"?3.4*."F-"0*",@$(&2$,&(*&3+&*2+&-#$*",*,'*2'#$*&3+,*&3#$$*2',&3(*
1#'2*&3$*0+&$*'1*+%F-"("&"',*+,0*&3+&*+#$*#$+0".4*%',@$#&"7.$*&'*>,'A,*+2'-,&(*'1*%+(3*A"&3*",("?,"1"%+,&*#"(>*'1*%3+,?$*
",*@+.-$C(
*
P=R((:,#&#-,&'(/#H$%N*"#$H(
E3$*%'2/+,4*',.4*$,&$#(*",&'*7+("%*1",+,%"+.*",(&#-2$,&(*&#+,(+%&"',(*&3+&*#$(-.&*",*&3$*#$%'?,"&"',*'1*1",+,%"+.*+(($&(*
+,0*."+7"."&"$(*.">$*&#+0$*+,0*'&3$#*+%%'-,&(*#$%$"@+7.$*+,0*/+4+7.$B*.'+,(*1#'2*7+,>(*+,0*'&3$#*&3"#0*/+#&"$(*+,0*
.'+,(*&'*#$.+&$0*/+#&"$(C*
*
!$7&* ",(&#-2$,&(* \'&3$#* &3+,* &3'($* A3'..4* #$/+4+7.$* '#* #$%$"@+7.$* A"&3",* ',$* 4$+#]B* ",%.-0",?* .'+,(* +,0* '&3$#*
+%%'-,&(*#$%$"@+7.$*+,0*/+4+7.$B*+#$*","&"+..4*2$+(-#$0*+&*/#$($,&*@+.-$*'1*&3$*1-&-#$*%+(3*1.'A(*+,0*(-7($F-$,&.4*
+&*+2'#&"($0*%'(&*-(",?*&3$*$11$%&"@$*",&$#$(&*2$&3'0C*!$7&*",(&#-2$,&(*&3+&*+#$*/+4+7.$*'#*#$%$"@+7.$*A"&3",*',$*
4$+#B*&4/"%+..4*&#+0$*/+4+7.$(*'#*#$%$"@+7.$(B*+#$*2$+(-#$0B*","&"+..4*+,0*(-7($F-$,&.4B*+&*&3$*-,0"(%'-,&$0*+2'-,&*
'1*&3$*%+(3*'#*'&3$#*%',("0$#+&"',B*$I/$%&$0*&'*7$*/+"0*'#*#$%$"@$0C*`'A$@$#*"1*&3$*+##+,?$2$,&(*'1*+*(3'#&a&$#2*
",(&#-2$,&*%',(&"&-&$*+* 1",+,%",?* &#+,(+%&"',B* .">$* &3$*/+42$,&*'1*+* &#+0$*0$7&*0$1$##$0*7$4',0*,'#2+.*7-(",$((*
&$#2(*'#*1",+,%$0*+&*+*#+&$*'1*",&$#$(&*&3+&*"(*,'&*+*2+#>$&*#+&$*'#*",*%+($*'1*+,*'-&a#"?3&*(3'#&a&$#2*.'+,*,'&*+&*2+#>$&*
#+&$B*&3$*1",+,%"+.*+(($&*'#*."+7"."&4*"(*2$+(-#$0B*","&"+..4B*+&*&3$*/#$($,&*@+.-$*'1*&3$*1-&-#$*%+(3*1.'A*0"(%'-,&$0*+&*+*
2+#>$&*#+&$*'1*",&$#$(&*1'#*+*("2".+#*0$7&*",(&#-2$,&*+,0*(-7($F-$,&.4*+&*+2'#&"($0*%'(&C**
*
S",+,%"+.*+(($&(*&3+&*+#$*2$+(-#$0*+&*%'(&*+,0*+2'#&"($0*%'(&*+#$*+(($(($0*+&*&3$*$,0*'1*$+%3*#$/'#&",?*/$#"'0*1'#*
'7c$%&"@$*$@"0$,%$*'1*"2/+"#2$,&C*V1*'7c$%&"@$*$@"0$,%$*'1*"2/+"#2$,&*"(*1'-,0B*+,*"2/+"#2$,&*.'((*"(*#$%'?,"($0*",*
&3$*H#'1"&*+,0*h'((*Q%%'-,&C*
*
S'#*1",+,%"+.*+(($&(*2$+(-#$0*+&*+2'#&"($0*%'(&B* &3$* "2/+"#2$,&* .'((* "(*2$+(-#$0*+(*&3$*0"11$#$,%$*7$&A$$,*+,*
+(($&)(*%+##4",?*+2'-,&*+,0*&3$*/#$($,&*@+.-$*'1*$(&"2+&$0*%+(3*1.'A(*0"(%'-,&$0*+&*&3$*+(($&)(*'#"?",+.*$11$%&"@$*
",&$#$(&*#+&$C*V1*+*1",+,%"+.*+(($&*3+(*+*@+#"+7.$*",&$#$(&*#+&$B*&3$*0"(%'-,&*#+&$*1'#*2$+(-#",?*+,4*"2/+"#2$,&*.'((*"(*
&3$*%-##$,&*$11$%&"@$*",&$#$(&*#+&$*0$&$#2",$0*-,0$#*&3$*%',&#+%&C*

*
S'#*1",+,%"+.*+(($&(*2$+(-#$0*+&*%'(&*.$((*"2/+"#2$,&B*&3$*"2/+"#2$,&*.'((*"(*2$+(-#$0*+(*&3$*0"11$#$,%$*7$&A$$,*
+,*+(($&)(*%+##4",?*+2'-,&*+,0*7$(&*$(&"2+&$B*A3"%3*"(*+,*+//#'I"2+&"',*'1*&3$*+2'-,&*&3+&*&3$*%'2/+,4*A'-.0*
#$%$"@$*1'#*&3$*+(($&*"1*"&*A$#$*&'*7$*('.0*+&*&3$*7+.+,%$*(3$$&*0+&$C*
*
S",+,%"+.* +(($&(* +,0* ."+7"."&"$(* +#$* '11($&* +,0* &3$* ,$&* +2'-,&* #$/'#&$0* ",* &3$* X+.+,%$* L3$$&* A3$,* &3$#$* "(* +,*
$,1'#%$+7.$*#"?3&*&'*($&*'11*&3$*#$%'?,"($0*+2'-,&(*+,0*&3$#$*"(*+,*",&$,&"',*&'*($&&.$*',*+*,$&*7+("(*'#*&'*#$+."($*&3$*
+(($&*+,0*($&&.$*&3$*."+7"."&4*("2-.&+,$'-(.4C*
(
PLR(a=',+&?(9&?(5--%N&'(
Q*."+7"."&4*"(*#$%'?,"($0*&'*&3$*$I&$,&*'1*+,4*-,-($0*3'."0+4*/+4*$,&"&.$2$,&*A3"%3*"(*+%%#-$0*+&*&3$*X+.+,%$*L3$$&*
0+&$*+,0*%+##"$0*1'#A+#0*&'*1-&-#$*/$#"'0(C*E3"(*"(*2$+(-#$0*+&*&3$*-,0"(%'-,&$0*(+.+#4*%'(&*'1*&3$*1-&-#$*3'."0+4*
$,&"&.$2$,&*('*+%%#-$0*+&*&3$*X+.+,%$*L3$$&*0+&$C*
*
PTR(1"%*,#&$,=#(9&?*"#$H[()"+N#+&#-?(9&?*"#$H(g(3,*,'&%(0M(b%&$,&(9&?*"#$H(
Q,4*&$#2",+&"',*/+42$,&(B*#$0-,0+,%4*/+42$,&(*'#*("2".+#*$I*?#+&"+*/+42$,&(*+#$*#$%'?,"($0*",*&3$*/$#"'0*A3$,*
&3$4*+#$*+?#$$0C*E3$($*%'(&(*+#$*",%.-0$0*",*(&+11*(+.+#4*%'(&(*+,0*&3$*&'&+.*+2'-,&*'1*(-%3*/+42$,&(*+#$*0"(%.'($0*
",*,'&$*R*&'*&3$*1",+,%"+.*(&+&$2$,&(C*

(
P%R( 9"#H,=#H(
E3$*%'2/+,4*/#'@"0$(*1'#*&3#$$*/$,("',*(%3$2$(*1'#*&3$*7$,$1"&*'1*"&(*$2/.'4$$(C*

*
Q*D'.-,&+#4*`'(/"&+.*L-/$#+,,-+&"',*L%3$2$*"(*",*'/$#+&"',*1'#*&3$*2+c'#"&4*'1*&3$*J'2/+,4K(*$2/.'4$$(*+,0*"(*
+02","(&$#$0* 74* &3$* ;+&$#* `'(/"&+.* +,0* 1-,0$0* +,0* -,0$#A#"&&$,* 74* &3$* !$/+#&2$,&* '1* `$+.&3C* E3$* !"#$%&'#(*
%',("0$#*&3+&*&3$*J'2/+,4*3+(*,'*."+7"."&4*+#"(",?*1#'2*&3$*/'&$,&"+.*-,0$#*1-,0",?*'1*&3$*(%3$2$C*E3$#$*"(*+*0#+1&*
;Nb*",*/.+%$*+,0*0-$*1'#*("?,*'11*7$&A$$,*7'&3*/+#&"$(*",*896RC*

*
*
*
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6=$"H($=($>"(:,#&#-,&'(3$&$"*"#$H(S(-=#$,#N"+(
*

Q*L",?.$*H-7."%*L$#@"%$*H$,("',*L%3$2$* "(* ",*'/$#+&"',* 1'#*+..*,$A*(&+11*(",%$*6*f+,-+#4*8965C*E3"(*(%3$2$* "(*
+02","(&$#$0B*1-,0$0*+,0*-,0$#A#"&&$,*74*&3$*!$/+#&2$,&*'1*H-7."%*MI/$,0"&-#$*+,0*O$1'#2C*E3$*!"#$%&'#(*%',("0$#*
&3+&*&3$*J'2/+,4*3+(*,'*."+7"."&4*+#"(",?*1#'2*&3$*/'&$,&"+.*-,0$#*1-,0",?*'1*&3$*(%3$2$C*

*
E3$*J'2/+,4*'/$#+&$(*+*($/+#+&$*0$1",$0*7$,$1"&*/$,("',*/.+,*1'#*$."?"7.$*$2/.'4$$(C*E3$*!$1",$0*X$,$1"&*H$,("',*
L%3$2$*3+(*7$$,*%.'($0*&'*,$A*2$27$#(*(",%$*6*f+,-+#4*899WC*E3$*(%3$2$*"(*$I&$#,+..4*1-,0$0*+,0*+(($&(*+#$*
3$.0*($/+#+&$.4*1#'2*&3'($*'1*&3$*J'2/+,4*",*+,*",0$/$,0$,&.4*+02","(&$#$0*1-,0C*L$$*,'&$*8:*1'#*/'(&*7+.+,%$*
(3$$&*$@$,&(*#$.+&$0*&'*&3"(*0$1",$0*7$,$1"&*/$,("',*/.+,C*
*
*
*
*
*
*

CK(UN+Q"*"#$H(,#(5LL'?,#Q(5--=N#$,#Q(9=',-,"H(&#+(d"?(3=N%-"H(=<(
0H$,*&$,=#(7#-"%$&,#$?*

*
E3$* /#$/+#+&"',* '1* &3$($* 1",+,%"+.* (&+&$2$,&(* #$F-"#$(* 2+,+?$2$,&* &'* 2+>$* c-0?$2$,&(B* $(&"2+&$(* +,0*
+((-2/&"',(* &3+&* +11$%&* &3$* +//."%+&"',* '1* /'."%"$(* +,0* #$/'#&$0* +2'-,&(* '1* +(($&(* +,0* ."+7"."&"$(B* ",%'2$* +,0*
$I/$,($(C*

*
f-0?$2$,&(*+,0*$(&"2+&$(*+#$*%',&",-+..4*$@+.-+&$0*+,0*+#$*7+($0*',*3"(&'#"%+.*$I/$#"$,%$(*+,0*'&3$#* 1+%&'#(B*
",%.-0",?*$I/$%&+&"',(*'1*1-&-#$*$@$,&(*&3+&*+#$*7$."$@$0*&'*7$*#$+(',+7.$*-,0$#*&3$*%"#%-2(&+,%$(C*

*
E3$*%'2/+,4*2+>$(*$(&"2+&$(*+,0*+((-2/&"',(*%',%$#,",?*&3$*1-&-#$C*E3$*#$(-.&",?*+%%'-,&",?*$(&"2+&$(*A"..B*74*
0$1","&"',B*($.0'2*$F-+.* &3$*#$.+&$0*+%&-+.*#$(-.&(C*E3$*$(&"2+&$(*+,0*+((-2/&"',(*&3+&*3+@$*+*("?,"1"%+,&*#"(>*'1*
%+-(",?*+*2+&$#"+.*+0c-(&2$,&* &'* &3$*%+##4",?*+2'-,&(*'1*+(($&(*+,0* ."+7"."&"$(*A"&3",* &3$*,$I&* 1",+,%"+.*4$+#*+#$*
0"(%-(($0*7$.'AC*

*
0H$&B',H>,#Q(',I"H(<=%(+"L%"-,&$,=#(LN%L=H"H(=<($&#Q,B'"(<,M"+(&HH"$HK(
h',?a."@$0*+(($&(B*%',("(&",?*/#"2+#".4*'1*/#'/$#&4B*1"I&-#$(*+,0*1"&&",?(*+,0*2'&'#*@$3"%.$(B*%'2/#"($*+*("?,"1"%+,&*
/'#&"',*'1*&3$*&'&+.*+(($&(C*E3$*+,,-+.*0$/#$%"+&"',*%3+#?$*0$/$,0(*/#"2+#".4*',*&3$*$(&"2+&$0*."@$(*'1*$+%3*&4/$*'1*
+(($&* +,0* $(&"2+&$(* '1* #$("0-+.* @+.-$(C* E3$* 0"#$%&'#(* #$?-.+#.4* #$@"$A* &3$($* +(($&* ."@$(* +,0* %3+,?$* &3$2* +(*
,$%$((+#4* &'* #$1.$%&* %-##$,&* &3",>",?* ',* #$2+",",?* ."@$(* ",* ."?3&* '1* /#'(/$%&"@$* $%','2"%* -&"."(+&"',* +,0*/34("%+.*
%',0"&"',* '1* &3$* +(($&(* %',%$#,$0C* J3+,?$(* ",* +(($&* ."@$(* %+,* 3+@$* +* ("?,"1"%+,&* "2/+%&* ',* 0$/#$%"+&"',* +,0*
+2'#&"(+&"',*%3+#?$(*1'#*&3$*/$#"'0C*!$&+".(*'1*&3$*-($1-.*."@$(*+#$*",%.-0$0*",*&3$*+%%'-,&",?*/'."%"$(C* *
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@K((/#-=*"(:%=*(!>&%,$&B'"(5-$,I,$,"H(
(
* * * )"H$%,-$"+( ( 7#%"H$%,-$"+( ( ( ( (
* * * :N#+H( ( :N#+H( ( 1=$&'( ( 1=$&'(
* * * CDAE( ( CDAE( ( CDAE( ( CDAO(
* * 6=$"H( ((((((((W( ( ((((((((W( ( ((((((((W( ( ((((((((W(
* P'@$#,2$,&*P#+,&(** 5\+]* 6RBW5UBUU6* ********** a* * 6RBW5UBUU6* * 6WB9:YBYZZ*
* Q..*'&3$#*('-#%$(*'1*",%'2$* 5\7]* YUUB:UR* * a* * YUUB:UR* * YW8BY68*
* * * 6WB:WYBZYW* * a* * 6WB:WYBZYW* * 6WBZ56BW66*

*
@P&RK(b=I"%#*"#$(b%&#$H(

*
* b%&#$(1"%*( b%&#$(3=N%-"( CDAE( * CDAO(

* * * ((((((((W( * ((((((((W(
*
`LM*!-7.",*['#&3$+(&* Q,,-+.*#$%-##",?*

*
L5Y*

**********
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* ********
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*
`LM*!-7.",*L'-&3A$(&* Q,,-+.*#$%-##",?************************************************************

*
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*****************
6YUBZZ:**

* ***************
***********6YUBZZ:**

*
`LM*!-7.",*['#&3A$(&*** Q,,-+.*#$%-##",?*

*
L5Y*

*****************
6Y5B968**
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***********6Y5B968*

*
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*
L5Y*

*****************
5:UB8R6**

* **************
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*
`LM*L'-&3* Q,,-+.*#$%-##",?*

*
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*****************
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* **************
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*
`LM*!-7.",*;"0ah$",(&$#* Q,,-+.*#$%-##",?*

*
L5Y*

******************
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* ***************
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*
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*
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*******************
*
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* ****************
*
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***************
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6:8B:UU************

*
*
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`LM*LQE*H#'c$%&*
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!-7.",*['#&3*M+(&]*1-,0",?*",*
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*
*
*

L5Y*
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*
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*****************
*
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*
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*
*
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*
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!-7.",*J"&4*J'-,%".*
L%3''.*;$+.(*P#+,&* Q,,-+.*#$%-##",?*

*
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J'-,%".*

******************
*
*
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* ****************
*
*

*86B69R**
*
[+&"',+.*h'&&$#4* N,%$*'11*

*
[+&"',+.*h'&&$#4*

******************
8UB:99**

* ****************
59B:99**

*
`LM*LA'#0(*a*
O$3+7"."&+&"@$*E#+",",?*
H#'?#+22$*

\`LM*!-7.",*['#&3*M+(&]*
1-,0",?*",*896:*

(
(

*
L5Y*

*
*
*
a*

* *
*
*

5Y:B68Y*
*
`LM*!-7.",*['#&3*=$(&*a*
L%3''.*.$+@$#(*0+4*
($#@"%$* Q,,-+.*#$%-##",?*

*
*

*
L5Y*

*****************
*
*

55UB8Z:**

* **************
*
*

68BU59**
LNhQLa*D'%+&"',+.*
E#+",",?*H#'?#+22$* Q,,-+.*#$%-##",?*

!$/+#&2$,&*'1*
L'%"+.*H#'&$%&"',*

*
8WYBW9U*

*
8Z6B5:Z*

*
;"(%$..+,$'-(*
*2",'#*?#+,&(* N,%$*'11*

* *********************
*

5B9Y6**

*

a* *
*
P#+,&*V,%'2$* *

* ************
6RBW5UBUU6**

* ************
6WB9:YBYZZ**
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6=$"H($=($>"(:,#&#-,&'(3$&$"*"#$H(S(-=#$,#N"+(
*
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@PBRK(2$>"%(3=N%-"H(=<(/#-=*"*
*

*
* CDAE(

((((((W*
* CDAO(

((((((W*
* * * ( ( (
H$,("',*h$@4* * * 5YUBZRU* * 5YWBW88*
L$+&",?*L+.$(* * * 65WB8RY** * 68:BWYZ**
LA"22",?*/''.B*%+&$#",?*+,0*'&3$#*+%&"@"&"$(* * * 56ZBUYW** * 5:5BUUR**
MLL*J',1$#$,%$* * * 8BY8W** * :BY::**
* * * YUUB:UR** * YW8BY68**

*
*
*
*
@P-RK(/#-=*"(:%=*(2$>"%(1%&+,#Q(5-$,I,$,"H(
*

* * *

( CDAE(
((((((W*

* CDAO(
((((((W*

S-,0#+"(",?*%+2/+"?,(*+,0*$@$,&(* * * *
E3$*J+#$*E#-(&*h"2"&$0a*h'&&$#4*H#'%$$0(*\['&$*85]* 6B8:ZB5RY* * UU6B86Z*
S#"$,0(*+,0*L-//'#&$#(*'1*&3$*J$,&#+.*O$2$0"+.*E#-(&*h"2"&$0*\['&$*85]**************************************************************a* * 8WB885*
!',+&"',(*+,0*S-,0#+"(",?* 8ZRB886* * 5RBWZ:*
* 6B:::B:YZ* * :9:B85W*

*
N&3$#*1-,0#+"(",?*",%'2$*%'2$(*1#'2*$@$,&(*'#?+,"($0*74*(-//'#&$#(*'1*&3$*JOJ*+,0*0',+&"',(*1#'2*(-//'#&$#(*'1*
&3$*JOJC*E3$*896:*1"?-#$*",%.-0$(*+*("?,"1"%+,&*.$?+%4*0',+&"',*\m89:BRWR]C*

*
*

*
*

OK(0ML"#+,$N%"(=#(!>&%,$&B'"(5-$,I,$,"H(
* * * )"H$%,-$"+( ( 7#%"H$%,-$"+( ( ( ( (
* * * :N#+H( ( :N#+H( ( 1=$&'( ( 1=$&'(
* * * CDAE( ( CDAE( ( CDAE( ( CDAO(
* * * ((((((((W( * ((((((((((W( * ((((((((W( * (((((((((W(
* * * * * * * * * *
* L&+11*%'(&(* * 6UB559B68Z* * *******UY:B999* * 6UBY6:B68Z* * 6UB5W5BR:W*
* N/$#+&",?*%'(&(* * 5B6Y9B599* * RU:B6W6* * 5BY8:BUW6* * 5B899B8U8*
* !$/#$%"+&"',*+,0*+2'#&"(+&"',* * a* * 6B869B5RR* * 6B869B5RR* * 6B8R8B55:*
****J+/"&+.*P#+,&(*Q2'#&"(+&"',* * a* * \:U6B8YY]* * \:U6B8YY]* * \:U6B8YY]*
* * * 6WB:69BU8Z* * 6BWZZB8UZ* * 6ZB59ZBRWY* * 6YB8ZUBZUR*

*
*
*
*
*
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W*

* CDAO(
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* 8B8ZU* * URB8:9*

*
*
*
*
VK(0*L'=?""H(&#+(3$&<<(!=H$H((

*
J$,&#+.*O$2$0"+.*J.","%*$2/.'4$0*+,*+@$#+?$*'1*8W5*/$'/.$* ",*896:* \896U<*8RW]C* *;'(&*(&+11*A'#>*0"#$%&.4* ",* 1#',&.",$*
($#@"%$(C*Q(*+*L$%&"',*5Y*'#?+,"(+&"',B*(+.+#"$(*+#$*/+"0* ",* .",$*A"&3*/-7."%*($%&'#*/+4*(%+.$(*+,0*+#$*(-7c$%&* &'*/-7."%*
($%&'#*/+4*+?#$$2$,&(C*
*
(
@1A(6N*B"%(=<("*L'=?""H(( * CDAE( * CDAO(

Q@$#+?$*,-27$#*'1*/$'/.$*$2/.'4$0*\1-..a&"2$*$F-"@+.$,&(]* * * * *
*****************;$0"%+.*_*,-#(",?* * 66Z* * 66R*
*****************J.$#"%+.*_*+02","(&#+&"',* * R8* * :W*
*****************N&3$#* * Z8* * ZU*
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*

*
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@)A((1=$&'(H$&<<(-=H$H((
* CDAE(

(((((((((((((((((W*
* CDAO(
(((((((((((((((((((((((((W*

=+?$(*_*(+.+#"$(* * 68B9R6B:85* * 68B9U8BW:8*
L'%"+.*=$.1+#$*%'(&(* * 6B69UB68W* * 6B69RBR6Z*
H$,("',*%'(&(* * 6B:UZB68Z* * 6B8RZB89R*
N&3$#*%'2/$,(+&"',*/+42$,&(* * 699B5:9* * a*

* * 6UBY6:B68Z* * 6UBU6YB:WW*

*
*
@6A((3"#,=%(H$&<<((%"*N#"%&$,=#(( * CDAE( * CDAO(

E3$*,-27$#*'1*(&+11*$+#,",?*(+.+#"$(*'@$#*mW9B999*"(<* * * * *
X+,0<****mW9B999*a*mWZBZZZ* * :* * :*
X+,0<****mY9B999*a*mYZBZZZ* * 5* * 8*
X+,0<****mZ9B999*a*mZZBZZZ* * 8* * 8*
X+,0<**m699B999*a*m69ZBZZZ* * 6* * 5*
X+,0<**m6U9B999*a*m6UZBZZZ* * 6* * 9*
X+,0<**m6R9B999*a*m6RZBZZZ* * 6* * 6*

* * 65* * 65*
* * * * *

E'&+.*7$,$1"&(*+#$*%+.%-.+&$0*+1&$#*0$0-%&",?*/$,("',*#$.+&$0*0$0-%&"',*\HO!]C*E'&+.*7$,$1"&(*0'*,'&*",%.-0$*$2/.'4$#*
/$,("',*%',&#"7-&"',(C*
Q*,-27$#*'1*JOJ*/$#(',,$.* \Y* ",0"@"0-+.(* ",*896:<*Y* ",0"@"0-+.(* ",*896U]* ",%.-0",?* &3$*JMN*+,0*('2$*%',(-.&+,&*
0'%&'#(*A'#>*1'#*&3$*JOJ*',*($%',02$,&*'#*c'",&*A'#>",?*+##+,?$2$,&(*1#'2*$"&3$#*&3$*`LM*'#*`LM*1-,0$0*7'0"$(C*
E3$*7$,$1"&(*'1*&3$($*",0"@"0-+.(*+#$*",%.-0$0*",*&3$*+7'@$*%+.%-.+&"',(C*N&3$#*%'2/$,(+&"',*/+42$,&(*%'2/#"($*'1*
/+42$,&(*&'*R*",0"@"0-+.(*+#"(",?*",*896:C*N&3$#*%'2/$,(+&"',*/+42$,&(*+#$*2+0$*-/*'1*/+42$,&(*2+0$*1'#*.'((*'1*
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ADMINISTRATION 
INFORMATION 10





Central Remedial Clinic
Vernon Avenue 
Clontarf 
Dublin 3
ireland 
D03 R973
t: +353 1 8542200
e: info@crc.ie
w: crc.ie
Charity #: Chy 4998 
Company #: 14880
CRA Registered #: 20006938




